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AL1JUQUEKQUE. NEW MEXICO, WEDNESDAY
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SECOND COSTIV

wwlsr WirP

President Roosevelt for

Sev-

enth Time Receives Officials
and Military at Capital In
d
Manner.

Fifty Thousand Dollar Prop

erty Loss Today Follows
Similar Loss
Yesterday.

Tlme-Honore-

GOOD NATURED

AMERICAN

FIFTEEN-YEAR-O-

BOY

LD

BURNED

COMBUSTIBLE DUST FRO M "WIND SHOT"

L. Weber. Mine
Harrowing Scene Followed Catastrophe-- W.
DisSuperintendent. Led Heroic Rescue Party-Wom- en
played Great Nerve and Aided Dr. G. H. Bacon, Company
Fourteen Men In
Surgeon. In Caring For Wounded-Onl- y
Mine When Accident Occurred.
unexiected had happened.

The galleries
of the mine, too
small fur the vast force of gas released, were as the cartridge cham- ber of a gun. Unable to tear away
10 the outer atmosphere
through the
encoin parsing walla of rock, the ef- explosion
was to hurl
feet of the
i.kkioo.
sihuaki..
away the columns of air, which were
rv1laa.
j i' an
thus forced through
the galleries
with an awful and Irresistible force.
injurf.d:
i.m;krovsi.y
mack walker,
Sound of Kxploslon Spread Terror.
himm.ikh.
In far less time than It has takmatthew
ORECrO JACKOVITCH.
en to tell the story the tragedy had
CDItNKUO NA HA RETT A.
begun arid ended. Yet, in those brief
VIXITu ARCHUL.ETTA.
moments the mine was filled with
REFEGIO VILJ..ANUZA
tragedy and death.
s
As the sound of the
detonation
knelled its way to the ears of those
1
(Siieelal) above ground,
Carthage. N. M., Jan.
horror gripped the
and chilled the blood.
ght
miners are dead, and six are heart
Man meeting mtn held out a ready
T
lure.1 a the result of the explosion hflnd
Jlmpathv
paechless wlln
combustible dust which wrecked aelf congratulation,
sick with fear
Carthage
for the fate of others,
Bcrnal mine of the
To write of the subsequent events
el company at Carthage, N. M.,
l
-- ,ng
M f
undhreed droUmSld
the noon hour yesterday.
dead and injured were mem- Under the Ieaderah,p of .he mJne
v hose
a of a shift of men who remained superintendent, W. 1 Webt
persons! courage and resov.;- s
dflb- wh'j rtfm fr-'mUi
"
themselves in local la.me, the
ter vf'ra ' fct Sinner la order to l'slei
Qf
wofk
and lnve,tigatlon
reBcue
or commenced.
lode a number of charges
Necessarily a great deal of time
'del used In dislodging the coal
before It cou'd be learned
ch had been previously drilled elapsed
with any certainty Jus; how many
and prepared for mining.
men wer ,n tne ,
when the
but eventually the
- faulty charge of powder, known aster occurred,
fact was established that fourteen
a a "windy shot" caused the explo- - miners
wera to bo looked for.
8l"'
How Bodies Were Brought Out.
The first reports of the terrible
Am bo(ly after body wajJ brought
disaster, which has turned the holt- - forth, a proper estimate could be
day of New Years 1" this pretty lit- - made of the fearful force of the
tie camp Into a day of deepest rending powers of air and gas. Some
mourning, were not exaggerated.
of the bodies were absolutely flat- The only ray of Joy is the belief- tened out and appeared to contain
con.,ot a single whole bone,
that the injured, although their
Scorched, hideously disfigured,
ditions are serious, will eventually
yet,
however,
early
tides of stone and dust had been
it is too
to say with certainty that all will driven far Into the skin and were
recover from the terrible shock. Imbedded immoveably.
jri these cases death must have
which tos.sed them about the narrow
tunncis of the mine as though they been Instantaneous and painless,
"traW3 CrtUght u" ln a bIast ofl
Ideiitilicd Only by Clothing.
n
of
bodies ln particular
!some of them sustained
broken
identified more by the rem-e- d
bones while all were severely bruls- - could be
apparel
hanging to it than
of
and scorched by tart hot tongues "ants
by the likeness to the man alive a
of flames that followed the explo- - few
hours before.
sion. In some instances small stones
It &s 1 o'clock that night be- were driven with such force by the
fore
the report was sent over the
combustlon of dust that they were
lodged in the bodies of the men and "'Ire that the last missing man had
had to be extracted like bullets, with been accounted for.
Then the sum. total of the tragedy
a surgeon's knife.
was found to have been, besides the
The accident was the most terrible eight
mentioned, six
mining,
dead already
Mexico
ln the history of New
A cursory examination Indicates that badly injured.
in the tact that most of these men
no blame attaches to any one for the- may
cover is found the only
accicatastrophe.
It id one of thoseexpect
lief
from the gloom and sorrow, that
to
learn
which miners
here today.
sooner or later and which it seems prevails
All that can be
for the suf
impossible to guard against. Some
fering
Is being done by the
dynaminers
or
of
times a charge of powder
milt, rlnes not exnloae as it should ai;e mine surgeon, Dr. (1. II. Bacon
Interest In the victims Is that
but does Just the reverse of a blast- - whose
inar
with a i f a friend and a companion
innten.1 of exnlodlnc
it
Hut
would ibe unfair to cite any
simple
complete
force
it
sudden and
fizzes" like a firecracker and goes one Instance of heroic work where
ami,
women all vied with each
out without exerting any force ex- - '"en
cer.t lust enough to raise a cloud of- other In the work.
The irony of fate is shown in the
tine dust highly combustible and exfact that all the great mining disast
ceAstvelv dangerous.
;
recorded have occurred In the
The "wind shot" itself is harmless
but terrible explosions follow the- season of festivity and gladness,
generWhen
the poor imen
now dead
as
it
ignites
of
dust
if
it
cloud
were looking hopefully to the dawn- uliy does.
ing
year,
of
believed,
another
already tilled
it was such a shot. It is
which caused the tragedy at the Iter- - with their plans for the future, death
suddenly came upon them ln the
nal mine hero yesterday.
an invariable rule in- flash of an eye and they now lie
It Is almost
g
camps to take ad- here torn, blackened, crushed, gome
all
vantage of the dinner hour, when of them, scarcely showing a likeness
form.
the galleries are comparatively ile- - to a human many
It will be
days before the
ser.ed. for firing the charges neoes- - closing
coal,
hours
of 1907 are forgotten
sary to release the masses of
here.
Fortunately
some
forty other
which
shoveling
of
loading
and
the
e
constitutes the subsequent work of miners are left who had they
niuined scarce thirty minutes in the
men on shift.
workings
exof
the
fired,
mine,
wouid all
the
Many charges are
plosions often following each other have me: the fate of the po.vder
like a continuous volley, at intervals shift.
I nl.ke most of the mine
disasters
of nifp fractions of a second.
U,.o Hrtn Shots to ,,ks..u Coal. I?.'
Z?
In the case of the 15ernal mine at yesterdav, had homes ln Carthage
procedure was although several of them left
Carthage the u.ual
g
fallowed yesterday which has jues.
past
off
on
the
for
and
Juan Hontervilla left a wife at
been followed
years.
twenty-si- x
(iartieid, N. M Wilcox is believed to
At 11:30 a. m. the men began to have a family
ln
Maffa.
Texas;
noon hour, Hrooks. who is dangerously Injured,
iuil the galleries for the
gang
only
e
l
the
underground
at Capitan, N. M.
leaving
The homes of the other dead and
in charge of the fuses, whose dailyduty had from long practice degen- injure. have not yet been ascertain-e.ratc-,- 1
Und in several cases it may he
into an uneventful routine.
Several of the charges had ex- - days or weeks before the relatives
uliy when, for some know of the accident,
p'oded
gs
Miner WrlU's I Wllngly.
unkn.'.vn reason, possibly a defective
An aged miner, gave the following
fuse, one of them merely "tizzed,"
notice,
the
brief
least
,llt feeling note to The CI tiraising. wiThnut the
representative
today and askel
dal: gi rous and terrible dint cloud.
,
i, published:
Instantly the sir was filled with 'in--the, that
"i:y the time that these lines will
deadly, choking i omnustmie
had scarcely begun to rise whe i it h ivy reached the public the New
red by Hashes of tire Year will have con.e ari l have been
was
of the other sh'its.
fr m
F.xpbs-lo- n
Came Wltheut Warning.
(Continued on Pago Figlit.)
u holt from tho blue sky, the
4
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Washington, D. C. Jan. 1. Theodore Roosevelt today officiated for
thesevenih time us president of the
Lnited States at the New Tear's reception of the White House.
tAsslBtlng him In the exchange of
the greetings of the season were Mrs.
Roosevelt and the ladles of the cabinet.
After the president had received
the government ofllctals, foreign representatives and the members of the
military, the general public was admitted.
It was 2 o'clock when the gates of
the White House were opened to admit the general public.
Waited In Idno AH Morning.
Of the hundreds of people In line,
many had been waiting there since
o'clock.
All the nlcettes of diplomatic etiquette were observed and the reception was Impressive In dignity and
Interesting In personality and animated pictureequeness.
' The lino outside the White House
grounds when the gates were finally,
thrown open, extended In double column down Penn street and two
blocks .down. Seventeenth street.
IrreprcftKlblo American Kp,rW- at wan a Joyous holiday throng,
full of merriment and good nature
and it impressed Its elation on the
president. ,.H jAVl he felt s fresh
i..iii) uier more' than
and .i "s
four hours of handshaking.
The reception
was quite formal
during that time when the diplomats and representatives of foreign
powers together wUi the army and
navy officers were calling but when
the big good natured crowd of Americans began to appear, much of
the formality disappeared
and the
president's face wore a broad and
significant smile as ho shook hands.

San Francisco, Jan. 1. Fire which
broke out thla morning- - In the coal
yard destroyed nine flats on Filbert
tree
causing a lossj
a?1.tlI!klm
50,000.
Louis Flgone, aged. 15 years, was
burned to death.
Fifty tenants ha narrow escapes.
Seootid Fir In Two Bays.
San Francisco yesterday sustained
a fire loss of $o0,000 by a fire which
wiped out almost a block In the business district.
An official Investigation
wilt
be
made as to the origin of these fires.

Ilremeu Seriously Injured.
Pittsburg.
Jan. 1. Two firemen
were seriously Injured and damage
estimnted at $100,000, resulted today from a fire that destroyed th
Excelsior building, a
structure, on Sixth avenue and Grant
street.
Today being a holiday, nobody was
In the offices of the building.
When discovered the building wai
burning fiercely on all floors, fioon
after the firemen arrived, the walla
collapsed and a number ot person!
had narrow escapes.
six-sto- ry

.

DETECTIVES

FOR TRAINS.

otr

par-recov-

TOJEATH IN FLAT

Brilliant Scene In Capitol Mrs. Disastrous
Fire In Pittsburg DeRoosevelt and Ladles of Cabstroys Large Office Building-Firem- en
inet Assist Chief Executive
Caught by Falling
to Recclve-Fo- ur
Hours
Wall and Dangerously.
of Hand Shaking.
Injured.
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Six Miners Dangerously Wounded but
Hopes Entertained for Their Recovery
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Identify One Only
and Burned-Gou- ld
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Sent Them to All Hotels and Was Seen Leading Babies Union Pacific Issues a State
Cafes to Get Evidence
Toward Woods Near .
ment Showing Efforts to
Against Law Violators.
Outskirts of City.
Eliminate Wrecks.
DID NOT FIND WOMEN
SMOKING

UNABLE TO REMEMBER
103 PEOPLE KILLED AND
WHAT HAPPENED
1104 INJURED LAST YEAR

CIGARETTES

Chicago. Jan. 1. The law and order league obtained a mass of evi1
dence against violators of the
o'clock closing law, ln the merry
nours this morning when the New
Year's revelry was at Its height.
I ague Illretl Private
Ietttivew.
The investigations were furnished
the lcngue by a detective agency to
visit all of the principal hotels, cafes
and saloons down town, where wine
was nowing rreely.
.Lucy Page Gaston, the arch foe of
cigarettes, made the rounds of the
cafes but did not find women smok
ing as she anticipated.

iBoston, Jan. 1. The search, fruithlcago. 111.. Jan. 1. The Union
less thus far, for the bodies of Thos. Pacific railroad
today
announced
It had expended over two mil
Hall, aged nine, and
Grace Ball, that
lion dollars In the past year for
aged seven, of Brockton, 'Mass., be- uevices to lessen the possibility of
lieved to have been slain by their accidents and Injury to employes and
crazed mother, which has been carri- passengers.
the enormous sum of money
ed-on
daily since December 10 by uiaThat
some good is shown y the fig
dotectlves, the police,
the militia ures made public by the same rail'
and hundreds of citizens whose sym- road. - Its official records show that
persons were killed and 1.104
pathies are aroused by the pitiful loa
were Injured In accidents on lu lines
appeals of the father for a chance during tne year
which ended yester- to bury his children, has become of uh y.
company
The
officials say they will
almost national Interest.
continue to mlniimlnize the dangers
Mrs. Mary It. C. Ball. thirty-si- x
or
accidents.
WANTS GOVERNMENT
years old, a native of Aberdeen,
Scotland, was discharged from the
TO PUBLISH PAPER Taunton Insane asylum four years NEW YEAR PASSENGERS
ago after a month's successful treat- ment for hnmlcjdal mania due to
IN TRAIN WRECK
Ilobson Will Introduce mil Provld grief over the death of her first
injr for Weekly to Tell People
born. On December 10 the Ball res-- (
What Officials Aro Doing.
lder.ee, on the outskirts of the city. 1'emi.s) Hauls. Kxprcss
Collided With
was nearly destroed by an Incen- ijiiiIVi-ho-friitguio Were
ami Over a Dozen
H'ashlngton, D. C, Jan. 1. An of- - ' diary ttre. and Mrs. Ball and hep
Injured.
flcial journal to be published week-- i ,wo children were found to oe mlss-l- y
by the government, and oftener ing.
Late that night the mother,
ISudbury, Pa.. Jan. 1. The Penn
if necessary,
und which probably w no nad been seen ln the afternoon
ylvanla railroad express train from
will contain brief notices of the work taking
her children
toward the liurfalo,
for Philadelphia, was
executed ln the departments and in- -; neighboring woods, was found in a rcaea bound
eariy today at Montadon, 10
s,
dependent bureaus
of the depart- - deserted barn alone, her hands
west
miles
of
here,
and more than
condi-l'nite,l
o the supreme court of the ered with dirt, in a demented
dozen passengers were Injured.
States and of the proceed-- ! Hon, and begging that she should a The
express
was
approaching MonIngs of congresses so far as they may not be killed or arrested.
tadon when a light
locomotive
oe oi general interest, is provided
Cnrfer the
,t;,.,.,.ti,,i ,,
Mayor
rossed
from
siding
the
ta
main
for in a bill which Congressman Kent hundred
have! track and a collision was the
of
searchers
unavoid
Richmond '. Ilobson, of Alabama, systematically scoured the nelglib jr-- 1 able.
The
car,
combination
a
coach
proposes to Introduce soon. Tho sum Ing woods and have dragged ponds
md a Pullman sleeper were budly
of $75,000 Is appropriated rW equipand reservoirs.
disclosing nothing du maged.
ment and $275,000 Is appropriated save a few
which only estabfor the expense of Issuing the pub- lish the fact clues
that Mrs. Ball and her
lication.
had been somewhere
in
In speaking of his bill today. Cap- children
that district. The smirch, which has AGED THEATRICAL MAN
tain Ilobson tiald: "The official Jour- been
by
snow
ice,
hindered
and
has
nal is intended to make a connecting been stopped by a heavy
fall of
link between the government and the snow.
DIES LEAVING WEALTH
The only hope now lies ln
people, and will be In effect a periodInducing
Mrs.
Hull,
again
who
at
ical report to the people or the work the asylum, and to whom is
the events
done by the branches of the governday are a blank, to
ment. The project grew out of my of the fatal
C. Clark of Kansas City Pass-o-h
and confess the where- Henry Out
having ascertained
a vast
Widi Old Yewr Wad
that
of the bodies, and for this
YoungeMt
amount of valuable material did not abouts
Soldier ln Uio
she was questioned by her
reacn tne people ror whom It was purpose
Civil War.
experts,
to
husband
whom
and
she
intended."
said In disconnected sentences:
Kansas city, Mo., Jan. 1. .Henry
"Tommy and tirade are ln a shod,
I can see it now.
It Is near the C. Clark, an old time theatrl .al man
who
amassed a fortune ln this city
(Standplpe on Oak street, and there
is a lock on it. No, I did not hurt died today of acute gastritis.
He
the children, and i pray God they was one of the youngest soldiers In
the Civil war, having enlisted In the
WANT 8 HOUR DAY are not hurt.
j
"I went to the school to get New York heavy artillery at the age
!racle and Tommy to take them to of thirteen years.
Boston, where 1 was going to giit
VK.vnii;n
Held to Open Full Force Oracle some shoes. We walked coi.w-jsIawm
yeah.
y
Km-lloSoon
(uggeiilieuuer Will
along until we came to the shed.
Vortli Coveiod With Mantle of
2,00ii Men Attempt
to
It was la'e ln the afternoon, and Far Deep
Know and iVniM-raturMay Cuuhc
ilaiso Wt
cold, and the children were hungry
Ifctwii to Zero,
1 rouble.
and crying. I opened my cloak and
took the children under it, one on
Dawson, Jan. 1. The leaders of each side.
I .a Crosse, Wis., Jan. 1. To- From that time till I
the Industrial AVorkers of the World woke up everything Is blank."
day brought the coldest weather f
are agitating ln favor of declaring an
of the season in this state with
Mr. Ball came to
this country
eight hour day and a wage scale of from Liverpool
a deep mantle of snow covering f
fifteen years ago and
is cents per hour In Dawson and vi lint since been a successful rug merthe ground, a raw wind blowing
cinity In the spring.
and tho temperature at zero.
chant.
I.et'ers from Chicago, CanSenator Guggenheimer, the chief of ada, Indiana
Similiar conditions prevail In t
and Kngiand
have
the big employers, has announced been received
by Mr. Ball from
other portions of Wisconsin and
hi intention of employing two thousknowl-edeg- e
in
Minnesota.
profesa
to
have
who
writers
and men dnrfng the coming season.
of the children's whereabouts.
'
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LIFE

OF

SAVE

CALEB

Closing Argument of Defense
ln Celebrated Murder Case
LIGHT WEIGHTS BATTLE
Attracts Great Crowd.
Jeorgetown, Ky., Jan. 1. 'Never
perhaps in the history of Scott county has such a crowd packed the court
rooms as that which crowded into
the building t iay to hear former
OF WORLD
Congressman
W. C.
Owens and
State's Attorney Franklin close the
arguments
In the fourth trial of
Caleb Powers which has been In
progress for the past eight weeks.
FJght Between Attell and Mo-ra- n Judge Owens
consumed the entire
forenoon In arguing on the theory
that Cioebel was assassinated by'
Called at 2:30 This
Henry Youtsey whom he termed a
murderous crank of Oulteau and
Afternoon In Frisco.
Cxolgosz pattern who committed th
crime on his own responsibility and
of his own volition.
San Francisco, Jan. 1. Betting on
No conspiracy by Powers or any
thw fighters who will meet In
the one else, was Involved, he declared.
arena at Colma at 2:15 this afternoon
to decide the featherweight
championship of the world went last night JAPAN ENDS YEAR
to 2 to 1 In favor of Attell.
The odds opened ten to eight.
James Jeft'erles, who will referee
WITH FRIENDLY MESSAGE
the fight, talked with both boys as to
the style of fight fisticuffs they observe while clinching and breaking
away and both Attell and Moran have Sends Miiioruiidum on DiunlraUoa
agreed not to hold and to break clean
to l ulled Suae
Official Kays
when ordered to do so.
Trouble Ih At an I'M,
Both boys have come nicely to
weight and each says he has nothing
lo desire In the matter of his condiTokio, Ja.an. Jan. 1. Dispatchea
tion.
of memorandum, on the Immigration
question by the foreign oilice to th
Colorado Fight Onlh! Off.
.American embassy was the last of
Denver, Colo., Jan. 1. The closing ficial act of the Japanese government
of gambling establishments at Pet- in i.'ui.
ersburg In Arapahoe county, near
This is considered slirnlHfaint rf a
Oenver, today, marked the passing desire on the part of that govern
of the lust gaining table ln the vicinment to commence the year under
ity of this city.
better auspices.
District Attorney Smith filed fifteen
"We have every reason to beinformations yesterday against Frank lieve," said a government official to
DuMandel. charging him with con the Associated Press, "that the deducting gambling rooms. De Mandel tails of our administration and the
also closed his pool room at Peters future control of Immigration
will
burg and called off the Brook-Carse- y
be satisfactory to the American govprize llgnt sctieauic.i for tonight.
ernment."
,

STARTS NEW YEAR

VFKOlt
m;ms lU'OIIF.

iMioiiT..vr mi:s!vY;e.

Albany. N. Y., Jan. 1. The annual message of Oovernor
Hughe
WITH WHOLE FAMILY wiiich was sent to the legislature today contains many Important recommendations.
Chief among thorn is a recommenF4 Pu so .Mother Gives Birth to a (Son dation regarding
the amendment of
the law relating to trust companies.
and Two Itoughler
Will Call
governor
The
urged
the legislature
tho Uoy Iloosevelt After
to adopt
every practicable mean
0)iH.iient of Itsen
prevent
"to
a repetition of repreSuicide.
hensible practices and to assure
proper management of financial institutions chartered and supervised
Kl Paso. Tex., Jan. 1.
A bov 4 by
the state on whose stability and
and two girls were born last
proiiiity
the Interests of our peonight to Air. and Mrs. W. II.
ple
in every walk of life so largely
ButterbauKh of this city. The
depend."
father, who Is a railroad engl- Another important
recommendaneer, is proud of the triplets
tion has as its object suppression of
and taid he would name the boy
race
gambling
throughout
track
the
Roosevelt after the opponent of
siaie.
race suicide. It U believed that
Direct nominations
at the priail of the children
live, e
will
maries and a simplified form of hAi.
They are Very small but well
was
ana
a
urged
ioi
a
recommendation
formed and healihv noeaiinir. a
made for better provisions for the
cm e and protection of immigrants.

ifSJtsCiaiiB

ALBUQUERQUE

II

EVENHTQ '(UTIZKfJ.

rxxxxxxxxxxxv
cllgmnn did all In his power to re-- ! rrrxxi
him. Concussion of the brain
was the apparent cause of death. He
o cious intii infill
en. Asn rors hi
ing on a water train. It Is thought
he accidentally fell from the train.
There were no witnesses to the ac-- :
cldent.
He was aged 35 years and a native x xxxxxxxxxxxTXxxxxxxxxxx r r
was a
of Washington, 1). ('., and
"A ItOYAL SLAV IV
of
the
member In good standing
"A Royal Wlave" Is one of the
switchmen's union. His immediate most
elaborate and beautifully melorelatives reside In Grand Junction, dramatic
productions on the road.
scenery
Is the finest that the
Bmlgrants are going In there by the Colo.
The
dead body found at the switch studious
can
tons of thousands, and If the value at The
furnUh and Is painted
age
Is
an
Friday
of
that
Chlno
of their belongings were added up prospector. The man came to Sellg-ma- n from photographs mnde in Mexico.
It would make an enormous amount.
a short time ago from King- The costumes and stage accessories
Of course, we have derived a con- man. One of the witnesses testified are very rich and the powerful and
siderable revenue from the transpor- that he had known the unfortunate thrilling dramatic situations, make
tation of thfso people, and their per- man avyear, but had never heard his the play h series of beautiful stage
The name. He is thought to be well pictures. Though It Is a melodrama
sonal effects Into the territory.
every known
country Is becoming richer
an effort will of ihe sensational sort, there Is not
In Kingman
year, and even with moderate pros- be made to have theandremains
identi- a shot fired during the entire play,
perity,, our system Is certain of a fied there.
and It Is possessed of real literary
large volume of ir.iflic."
and dramatic merit of a high order.
represents
H'k MiiihI Vary.
I'oriniH'N of
Tins great production
prevents
s
Viuving fortune has been the lot
more than half a year's work by an
WRECKS
RAILROAD
L.
Wlnchcll,
of the Hock Island. 1.
A new electric signalling apparatus able corps of scenic artists and skill
president of the road, said:
mechanics, and will give our peo
designed to prevent collis- ed
"For the first six months of the specially
on ple a chance to see, not only the
foggy
been
weather,
in
has
ions
calendar year there was a marked trial In Kngland. The apparatus Is beair.iful scenic equipment, but de
increase In gros earning, but for laid down between Heckenham and cidedly the imost original play on the
the last half of the year there has Norwood, and consists of a short stage of this country.
been a steady decrease, with an enorIt Is something to be able to say
third rail run between the
mous Increase iii operating expenses. double
that nt least we can herald the com
distance
and
both
near
the
metals
exan
to
surh
true
been
ing
of a new play, full of new Ideas,
"This has
home signals. The third rail Is content that one of two things must nected
Such
by situations and startling effects.
along
run
by
wires
electric
inhappen either there must be an
telegraph poles to lev- Is true, however, of the forthcoming
means
of
the
ill
per
to
cent
30
40
crease of from
of "A Royal Slave,"
In the signal cabin. Attached to production
gross earnings or there will have to ers
iput on in a most artistic
are electric metal "hang- which is complete
expenses. the engine
every deml.
be radical reductions in
In
manner
or "shoes," which come Into
Things can not be allowed to go on ers."
with the third rail and es- Clarence Dennett has al w ays" ibrouglit
indefinitely ns they have been or we contact
and he as
tablish communication with the sig- us the finest attractions
will be like a man going along holdcontains sures us thla Is the best. The play
nal box. The instrument
ing nut his thumbs.
seen
Elka" opshortly
will
at
be
the
two small semaphore arms similar to
"The decrease In gross earnings the home
and distance signals at the era house on Jan. 4.
during the last half of the year has side
the line. There are also two
not been sufficient to wipe out the small of glass
"ANTIIOXY AND CLEOPATRA."
bull's eyes of red and
Increase of the tlrst six month, so green
correspond
to
the miniaanIs
"Antony and Cleopatra"
that the year, as a whole, will show ture semaphore. At with
of
back
the
the
ns Chaa. B. Hanford's play
an Increase in gross over 1906. We case of the Instrument Is fitted a bell nounced
Tuesday,
opera
at
house
Klks'
the
do not look for any Immediate markthere Is a telephone st each side. January 7. His production of this
the coming and the
ed Increase and what
train reaches the distance play Is regarded by many critics as
year as a whole will show will depend As
hung under the the crowning achievement of his unsignal
largely on next summer s crop. body ofthethe"shoes"
glide on to the usually
prosperous
Mr.
career.
Usually a presidential election year Is third line andengine
complete the connec- Hanford Is now In the maturity of
not active so far as general trade Is tion with the instrument
on
cab
the
splenpower.
A man of
his artistic
concerned, and we do not look for of the engine. Immediately the bell did
physique, personal magnetism,
any marked growth In that direc- rlngM in the engine cab and the minUhe grace In rending blank
with
and
tion.
iature semaphore In the cab repeats verse so seldom met with on the
Outlay of Many Million.
modern stage, he la welcomed wher'During the last year we have the signals from the signal cabin.
ever he appears aa one of the few
ppent $7,000,000 In Increasing our ANOTHER
actors who are competent to conHIMOR
facilities for handling business and
HENDHICK IS TO GO. vincingly portray characters of this
or
$7,000,000 more in the purchase
reported
W.
Shakespeare Is no longer a
is
J.
class.
Hendrlck.
It
that
new equipment.
The outlay for the second
vice president of the Santa mystery. He has been taken to the
Improvement of our f icllities went Fe's
generation
Texas line and Santa Fe proper, hearts of the present
divisional terminals. In charge
lino enlarged
of operation and maln- - with affectionate
enBhuslasm.
The
of
additional sidings, reballastlng
efforts)
of
dramafeeble
the
nea
modern
ociuarters in
trac ks and substitution of permanent lenance.
year
guide
only
posts
as
to
a
have
tist
8
served
ca'
"oon
structures,
the """ '?
for wooden
to direct popular intelligence to the
-..v..,
" ..
renewHl or rails and otner worn 01 suming
his position. In the mean- master drama whose speeches althat kind.
ways scintillate,
to
are
time,
be
whose sltuaitions
ossummed
his
duties
"In addition to this we built about
- always ring true, and whose char21R miles of new track on our little by J. K. Hurley, now general manilne running souh from Little Hock. ager, who is to be succeeded by F. acters are invariably human; as huPettilbone,
president and man today as they were centuries
vice
We built from Little Hock,. to Eldo- - gonerul
manager of the Texas lines. ago.
The production Is the result
rtroseft
.hnrt umir
to be W. of studious care and lavish expenand 'again from Alexandria to Ku- - 'Mr. I'ettibone't. successor
.......... diture. Nothing has been neglected
v.
"v...
nice, wnere connection is mane wun
to make It complete In cast and
the Frisco 'line running into New Or- - ent.
scenery.
leans, thus forming a continuous line
from L ttle Rock to New Orleans. We WILL OPERATE TltAINS
HV TELEPHONE.
"Tin: colli ;e widow."
Installed during the year 120 miles
,.r ouinmini,- - i. ionic niifiiul'4
Omnhn. Neb.. Jan. 1. The Itur- You may renew your youth
and
lington
dispa'.ch
Its
to
exhas
decided
many
Incidentally have a good
"We have made no plans for
by
by
any
telephone
of
you
spare
Instead
If
laughs
trains
improvements
of
can
few
or
a
hours
tensions
kind (luring the coming year. We telegrapii, and will spend millions for "The College Widow," who Is
have decided to do nothing further thisbr.i-.k-year to install the ystems. in again practicing her wiles In these
the work of equipping the parts. George Ades pictorial com
in the way of expenditures that can N
edy of that name, exuberant with
be avoided until monetary conditions Lincoln nvilon will oe unqeria se
first.
11 EH!- nurnor as ever, will be seen at tne
become fcettled.
teleThe announcement that the
Klks' opera house January 6.
Elicit of Adverse liORlsliition.
dispatching
Mr. Ades play Is like a healthful
"Such outlays will wait also until phone system of train
Installed by the Burlington tonic In its effect on tired brains and
the s.ate legislatures and other law- - would-bmaking bodies come to their senses , is made with the statement that ex strained nerves, but, unlike the me
and realize that railroads, any more perlments in thai line have proved a dicinal remedies, it is extremely
pleasant to take. It has the effect
than other Interests, can not tnrlve success.
The telephone la now used on the of recalling pleasant memories of
under the continuous destructive atMen-dottacks they have been making upon miin line between Aurora and
the time who all the world whs
111., and Is satisfactory.
young, enthusin was a daily blessus.
; i v
ing, and football or other
college
"This decision has not been111 reachwill of
ed from pique or enmity or
sports of far greater
Importance
ACKNOWLEDGE IT.
necesany kind, but from absolute
than the conditions of the national
sity. We simply can not go Into the Albuquerque Has to Bow to the In- reasury, and, while it reveals noth
ing higher in literary
or artistic
evitable Scores of Citizens
market and sell securities in face of
being
the- wanton attacks that are
Prove It.
ichievement than
keen American
will
nobody
us,
because
rnali- upon
After reading the public statement humor and cleverness In drawing
buy them while there is no assurance of this representative cltiien of Albucharacter types, the complete satis
tliat we will be allowed to eirii querque given below, you must come faction of the observer Is assured.
cm
them to this conclusion: A remedy which
enough to pay the interest
As a student Mr. Ades observa
and redeem them on maturity. The cured years ago, which haa kept the tions must have been extremely
have got to kidneys In good health since, can be keen, for nothing that would lend
law making powers
must relied upon to perform the name itself to effective dramatic treatment
learn that our expenditures
stop.
haB
been lost. Copernicus Talbot,
work In other cases. Read this:
hapthings
two
as
soon
these
"As
Mrs.
Hall, of 32S West Hunlng the effeminate and timid post-gra- d
pen the settlement
of monetary avenue, J.Albuquerque,
uate
and tutor, who finds that he
New
Mexico,
cor.dl.ions and a re. urn to common says:
has made a great mistake in spe
"My
daughter
used
Doan'i
powers
making
sense by the law
ience Instead of foot
Kidney Pills with very good results. cializing In siWiggins,
then we will be prepared to arrange She suffered
ball; Flora
the boarding
for over a year with se- house
daughter with her
keeper's
for further Improvements, but not vere pains across
kidloins
her
and
before."
and her abnormal mem
neys, bo severe at times that she was pompadour
ory
the accounts the students
to be around.
I heard of owe tor
unable
mother;
the gentle and unher
TWO MYSTERIOIS
Kidney Pills and Induced her
DEATHS OX CXAST LINKS Doan's
Peter Wltherspoon,
to try them. She felt great rellof worldly scholar. Hicks,
"Bub"
the yap who
from
the
first
and
continued
their
ClonMH'rVs
Is
Identified
Both llotllcs
transformed from the awkward
use until cured. I gave a statement farm
Jury Says "AcfUlciital."
to the gay college sport;
hand
to this effect some four years ago, Stub
Talmage,
the Irrepressible
Prescott, Ariz., Jan. 1. J. W. and would say today, January 3 1st, graduate; the trainer, the coach, the
1907.
we
given
were
not
only
that
justice
peace
girl,
of
of
Ash
athletic
the wldnw herself, with
the
Kiaenier.
here reason to appreciate Doan's Kidney all her coyness and feminine sub
Fork, who has Just arrived
railroad
from Ash Fork and Seligmaii, where Pills at that time, but both my terfuges, the millionaire
he held Inquests over the remains of daughter and myself will vouch for man who has a Baptist college on
strongly
as
ever,
reas
value
their
and
son
as
his
who
Dunning,
a
who
uied
hands
the
ami
Aichle
has been
sult of Injuries received In falling can heartily recommend them to a freshman Mr four years but has
made the
team all
from a train at mile post No. 1 on other sufferers."
For sale by all dealers.
Price 50 these characters are recogntzeu at
the 4. F. P. & I'., and over the reFoster-Mllbur- n
Co., Buffalo, first glance as constant quantities In
mains of an unknown man found cents.
Each is a type, but
dead at Chino aiding, seven miles New York, sole agents for the United college life.
west of Sellgnian. Accidental death States.
each has been sketched with such
accuracy,
In
was the verdict
each case.
such fidelity and with
Remember the name Doan's and
Dunning was found unconscious at take no other.
No. 29 such distinctively American humor
9 o'clock Thursday
morning by the
o
that the result la extremely amussection crew and Liken to Ash Fork.
Cash for cuiinv sacks, all alzm: ing and enjoyable. The humor just
condr.ps
recovering
wii'hout
He died
from tihe pen. and as for "atwucon will rail for them, l'hoiie, m.
mosphere," "local color," and all
sclousness, although Dr. Adams of E. V. Fee, 002-60- 4
South Ftrt St.
that sort of thing, the play just
reeks with it.

II EST THINO THAT EVER HAPPENS IN
WOKI D OF OUIS. IH THE BIRTH OF A
NEW IDEA. AND TIIK EOltTTNATE POSSESSOR OF A
LAI;i: ONE IS WORTH MORE TO HIMSELF AND MOREFINE
TO
WORLD THAN THE SANTA IE RAILROAD.

AltOl T THE It

RAILROAD DEPARTMENT

HAD GOOD
YEAR
Growth of the Santa Fc -- For
tunes of the Rock Island
System Vaiy.
Chicago, Jan. 1. Taken as a whole
wa a prosperous year for the
In one respect
American railroads.
was a record breaker. Urons
year
the
arnlngs attained a flRure never before reached In the history of railroading. IurlnK the last half of the
year net earnings suffered considerably from two causes. One was a
falling on of traffic, brought about
by monetary conditions during the
and the other was
last three months,operating
expenses.
an Increase In
due to the Increased cost of labor
and materials.
George T. Nicholson, vice president in charge of traffic of the Santa Fe road, in speaking of the operations in 1907, said:
"This has been a banner year for
as. We carried a greater tonnage
than ever befo-- e in the history of
been
the company. The business has
ma great that we have not yet been
one
up
a
It.
With
wkh
ble to catch
track system congestion bf traffic always results in delay, and we suffered considerably from that cause durlng the entire year. We are not entirely rid of the congestion yet.
"Our territory Is developing at such
a. rapid rate that It seems to be imfacilities fast
possible to Increase,
enough to keep pace with the expansion of business. Take Oklahoma,
for example. It now Includes Indian
Territory. In 1905 its products for
the year were valued at $50,000,000.
The estimated vulue of Its crops this
1907

.

year

is $100,000,000.
tSuntn l'e in Kansan.

"The southwestern part of Kansas
has been the scene of the most mark-a- d
industrial growth. It has developed as one of the greatest natural
gas and oil field in the world, and
because of that it has attracted great
numbers of large fuel using Industries.
"Chief among these are PortlanJ
cement mills, glass factories, sine
smelters and clay plants. There have
been located on our lines during the
Tear 28 new industries from which
e have received 2.560 car loads of
freight, though many of them have
not begun to tUi-- out freight yet.
The total capacity of all when fin
inbed wJll be over 30 car loads a

.

n

"Slightly more than 2,000,000 bales
in Texas
during the year. Oil production de
creased there, but an Increase in the
output of coal is noticeable. The lum
ber cut exceeds that of lust year con
aidcrably.
'During the year we have built
S50 miles of double track between
Chicago and Kansas City, completed
of the Arkansas vai
the construction
ley road, completed the construction
of the Eastern Hallway of New Mex
),
construct
ico (or the Belen
ed a second tunnel through
long,
3,500
built
feet
mountain
roundhouses and rthops on various
parts of our lines, Increased our sid
Jngs and terminal facilities at many
wooden
places materially, replaced
structures
bridges with permanent
and done a great amount of other
Improvement work, with a view to
increasing the safety of our lines to
a maximum and facilitating the
handling of traffic.
in EonlnnuMit.
"During the year we increased our
We have re
equipment materially.
ceived 3,500 box cars. 1,980 stock
cars out of 2.500 ordered: 1.600 coal
cars, 400 ballast cars, 266 tank cars
out of 4 50 ordered; 136 way cars, 50
bunk cars, 600 refrigerators, 5 postal
cars, 63 baggage cars, 20 smokers, 20
day coaches. 20 chair cars, 1 parlor
cafe observation cars, 32 pas
car.
senger, and 121 freight locomotives,
"In the movement of our lines In
addition to what has been mention
ed, I may say we laid about 500 miles
rails, dis
f new
placing lighter rails.
"The new territory Iributary to
oar lines is being nettled up rapidly.

of cotton have been baled

-
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OLD

WHO MAKE A IH SI NESS OF SORTING
PSYCHOLOGISTS.
OFT IDEAS AND SPYINU INTO THE WAYS THEY ARE
BORN. SAY T1IT AFTER YOU P SN THE A;E OF
ABOI T TWENTY. YOl It
DAYS ARE ETERNAMZ
OVER. IF YOF ARE STILL ON THE TENDER SIDE OF
Till H At.F AND ARE WISE YOU MAY WISH TO
READ THIS STATEMENT AGAIN.
NOW THE AI.BI QI ERQI E CITIZEN CARRIES IDEAS IN
STOCK.
WHERE THEY CAME FROM AND tVHO THEIR
PARENTS ARE. IS NEITHER HERE NOR THERE. SOME
THE LINES OF RFSINESH
O. I'll EM 111 N AIX)N
Bl II dim; AND TRADE GETTING. THESE IDEAS WILL
BE SOLD. LEASED OR RENTED TO THE PUBLIC, FOR
CASH OR O.N THE INSTALLMENT PLAN.
THEY KEEP A YOUNG FELIOW AROUND THE OFFICE.
MIM EVERY WEEK. TO DO NOTHING BUT
LOOK A ITER THE ADVERTISING. THERE IS NOTHING
HE I IKES BETTER THAN TO HAVE SOME ONE COME
IN AND SY: "HERE I WANT IX) SPEND
EVERY MONTH IN ADVERTISING. I WISH yoiT WOULD
TAKE THE WHOLE THING OFF MY HANDS, AND IIU.N IT AS
YOU Til IN K BEST. I HAVE OTH :it M ITERS TO
CARE FOR. AND YOU PROBABLY KNOW MORE ABOUT
IT THAN I, ANYWAY."
A NUMBER OF ALBUQUERQUE BUSINESS
MEN II WE
ALREADY MADE SUCH ARRANGEMENTS MORE ARE
DOING IT EVERY DAY. ONE WISE MERCHANT, WHO
ATTEMPTS TO DRAW A LINE DIVIDING THE PATRONAGE
HE RECEIVES FROM ADVERTISING. FROM THAT COMING
THROUGH OTHER CIINNEIS, INFORMED US ONLY
YESTERDAY TILVT HIS ADVERTISEMENT IN THE
ALBUQUERQUE CITIZEN DURING THE TWO MONTHS
IT HAS RUN. HAS NETTED HIM SUFFICIENT TO
PAY H)l THE ADVERTISEMENT FOR SIX MONTHS.
ANY ADVERTISEMENT THAT PAYS FOR ITSELF IN
DIRECT. IMMEDIATE HITITINS. IS A CJOOD INVESTMENT.
BECAUSE YOl! GET YOUR MONEY BACK. AND
THE EXTENDED PUBLICITY TO BOOT. BUT WHEN
HESUITS ARE SUCH AS THIS MAN EXPERIENCED
YOU ARE GETTING LITTLE LESS THAN A GOLD MINE.
THE FIRST MAN IN THE ADVERTISING Fl ELD REAPS
THE FINEST OF THE WHEAT, THE
S
GLEAN
THE STUBBLES. DUKE, THE TOBACCO KING, IN OON VERSATION
WITH THE WRITER ONCE SAID: "I BEGAN LI FE ON
A STONE PATCH, WITH A WIFE, A BLIND MULE AND
TEN DOLLARS.
I AM NOW WORTH THIRTY TWO MILLION
1M)LLARS, BUT I HAVE SPENT FORTY MILLION IN
ADVERTISING."
PRORARLY NO MAN IN ALBUQUEROCT?
HAS RAD A MORE MODEST BEGINNING TI LAN MR, DUKE.
AND THERE IS NO REASON WHY ANY MAN WITH EQUAL
BUSINESS ABILITY. AND POSSESSED OF THE SAME BUSINESS
FORESIGHT. SHOULD NOT SUCCEED AS WEUi. IF THERE IS
ST VIE IT IX) YOURSELF. AND BE CONSOLED.
IT IS AN OLD fiW.
BUT A KEEN CUTER, THAT SAYS:
"IT PAYS TO ADVERTISE."
1DEA-REAHIN- U
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The Football Scene in Henry W. Savage's "The College Widow'
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New Mexico Bills
In Congress
3
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7793, Rclutliur to Pensions.
Andrews introduced the fol-to
lowing bill, which was referred
the connnitttee on pensions ana ordered to be printed:
A
h"l grunting a pension to
blno yig II.
,.,e it enacted by the senate and
Unihouse of representatives of the
ted States of America in congress
secretary
the
of
assembled, that the
Interior be, and he Is hereby, authorized and directed to place on the
"ension roll, subject to the provision and limitations of the pension
ias, ,ne name of Albino Vigil, late
second' lieutenant Company B, First
Regiment New Mexico Volunteer Infantry, and pay him a pension, at
the rate of twelve dollars per month.
11. It.
.Mr.

Have YOU Been In
lfMJ) (3 S.IIw.iu
Ftrtr elle Ftimite e Co.
WEST
END VIADUCT

II. R. 7791. Relating to a Pension.
A bill granting a pension to
Do-rot-

Duran.
Be it enacted by the senate and
house of representatives of the United states of America in congress assembled, that the secretary of the
Interior be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to place on
the pension roll, subject to the provisions and limitations of the pension laws, the name of Doreto Duran,
late of Company A, First Regiment
New Mexico Volunteer Infantry, and
pay him a pension at the rate of
twelve dollars per mtv.lli.

to a Pension.
a pension to Susan
Jackson.
Be It enacted by the senate and
house of representatives of the Unif America In congress
ted States
assembled, that the secretary of the
be,
Interior
and he la reheby, authorized and directed to place on
the pension roll, subject to the provisions and limitations of the penusan A.
sion laws.
the name of
Jackson, widow of W. C. Jackson,
late of Companies E and F, First
Regiment Colorado Volunteer Cavalry, and pay her a pension at the rate
of thirty dollars pe month.

The Home

207 West Gold Avenue,
Large, Well Lighted Room
Prompt, Courteous Service
Mu.ic While You Eat;
Patronized by the Best People
Number One Meals

II. R. 7793.
A bill granting
Ht-lutl-

A.

The finest Coftee Substitute ever
made, has recently Keen produced by
ur. bnooo of Itacine. wis.
You
Jon't have, to boll it twenty or thirty
Made In a minute
minutes.
rayi
;he doctor. "Health Coffee" Is really the closest 'Coffee Imitation ever
yet produced.
Not a grain of real
Coffee In It either.
Health Coffee
Imitation Is made from pure toa'teu
cereals or grains, with malt, mm.
etc.
Really it would fool an expert
were he to unknowingly drink It
ter Coffee. Sold by C. N. Brlgham.
Carbolized Witch Hazel
Salve is healing and soothing. Good
for piles. Sold by J. H. O'Rlelly.

- - , 25c
breakfast
Dinner and Supper 35c
Special Kates by the
week or month.j

MATINEE GOWN.

.4.--

S3
ihw

WE FILL
PRESCRIPTIONS

RIGHT

At Consistent
Prices

6 to 9

Dinner

12

Supper

5:30 to 7:30

to

2

B. RUPPE
203

WEST RAILROAD AVENEXT TO BANK OF
COIAUERCL.
NUE

j j j j

I

to

YOU CAN SAVE

I.IN'tJKKlNt; CC.I.D.
t
But
OiIkt
Quickly Cured by t'liaiiilxrlaln'
CoiikIi ltemeilv.
"Last winter I caught a very severe cold which lingered for weeks,"
says J. L'rqunart, or zepnyr, Onta
"My cough was very dry ana
rio.
haish. The local dealer recommendCough Remedy
ed Chamberla'n's
and guaranteed it, so 1 gave It a
trial. One small bottle of it cured
me. I believe Chamberlain's Cough
Remedy to be the best I have sver
used." This remedy Is for sale by
all drugglses.
Remedy

A checking account will not only help you to spend
your money economically, but it will also aid you
to save money systematically.
When you have a record of every cent you pay out
(which you will have, if you pay by check) you
will be more careful of your expenditures.
A checking account gives you a complete record of
every cent you spend. You get a receipt for each
bill paid. You have safety for your funds and
convenience for your business transactions.
PAY BY CHECK.

1

rUaWe and safe dl
Take
like KODOL for Dyspepsia.
KoDOL is the best remedy known
today for heart burn, belching and
all troubles arising from a disordered
It Is pleasant to take
dictation.
Sold
and afford relief promptly.
ty J. H. O'Rlelly.

xei-tan- t

-

J
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Chamberlain's Cough
told by all druggists.

Breakfast

MRS. M. F. MYERS, Proprietress

De-Wit- t's

,
.
1.1 f V
- VU,,aA ...
If
and at the price you cannot afford
nave it aone at nome.

Restaurant

This illustration shows a neat lit
tle matinee gown of soft white wool
material, wiili amethyst button and
white tlutmg on the edges.

THE BANK OF COMMERE

ROUGH DRY.
Do- you know what this means? If
not ask our drivers to explain it to
you.

IMPERIAL

LAUNDRY CO.

Albuquerque, New Mexico.
CAPIAL AND SURPLUS $200,000

MM

.WEDNESDAY, JAN.

E VESTING
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HALE COMMENDS

U1T1ZKM.

TO 5

BROWNSON'S

CENT

ACTION

By buying Stoves, Ranges, Cooking Utensils, Enamel and Tinware, Nickel and Silverware,

Table and Pocket Cutlery, Builders' and Shelf Hardware, Mechanics' Tools etc., etc.,Jat

Senator Hale Says That the
Admiral Showed
mirable Nerve.

Ad-

jan i SenaWashington. u
tor Hale, chairman of the committee
on naval aftaira. Is a champion of
Admiral Urownwn. In an Interview
tienatnr Hale said
"I think that Admiral Brownson
has acted with praiewort hy courage
nd promptness In tendering his resI have always sustained
ignation.
the staff oltlcera In their ttpht for
jiosltive rank and complete recognition, fuch as are received by their
peem In the army, and I now have a
Ibill pending which gives them such
Irecogniiion throughout the service.
Jiut In that measure there Is a precautionary provision against giving
them actual command of any naval
vessel.
"Because 1 think he is right my
support Is given unreservedly to the
admiral a against the contentions
Ilixey. It may
of Purgeon-Genertie that on some occasions staff officers have been In command of vessels, but I know of no instance
"wihen such officers have been given
command after the point was raised
and both sides wore heard. I do not
believe that the contention for command ty staff officers has been pressed seriously at any time In the past.
'Indeed, I am of the opinion that the
would never have
old staff office
asked for such recognition."
When asked for his reasons for
the position taken Senator Hale replied:
"Will Not IiOso AnyUilng."
'They are entirely in the Interests
discipline.
what might
Think
of
happen If the command of a vessel
should be turned over to a ohaplaln,
or even to a paymaster, and It la
as reasonable to put the crews
Jut
vessels under the charge of
of
those officers as It Is to place them
under the command of a surgeon.
Evidently Admiral Brownson recognizes this fact, and, being a man of
character and decision, he did not
hesitate to resign ihls position when,
as the active head of navigation, his
view of the law and of the best policy In the interest of the service was
overruled. He will not lose anything
by his manly course, either in the
navy or with the public."
will
introduce a
Senator Hale
resolution calling for an investigation. Mr. Foss, head of the house
naval committee, said that he would
introduce a similar resolution, lioth
resolutions are designed to bring out
the correspondence of the president
and Admiral Hrownson.
Through
the printed routine of
"Orders to Officers, U. S. N.." Just
given out. it becaime known that Admiral Brownson has been detaelred
y
as. chief of the
from, duty
bureau of navigation and
member of the general board of the
navy, but also as a member of the
Joint army and navy board, a position he held by special appointment
There are eight
of the president.
members of this board, four from
each branch of the service. Whether Admiral Hrownson tendered his
resignation as a member
of this
board in the letter in which he resigned as bureau chief is not known,
as President
Roosevelt refuses to
make this letter public and Admiral
Hrownson will not discuss It until
tie does.
Await Ireicloiii's Order.
The order placing tturgeon Charles
F. Ktokes in command of the hospital ship ltellef was issued by the
Dureau of medicine and surgery
a few days
Dr. Kixey's department
ago, has been signed by the Becre;ary
of the navy.
The scheme of having a medical
officer command the Kellef. in the
vent a merchant crew is secured,.
is to have a trial for at least six
months, and if the experiment proves
satisfactory then the expectation is
that the assignment of surgeons to
command hospital ships will be a
permanent feature of naval administration.
Admiral Brownson's relinquishment
of his position, as chief of the bureau of navigation will result in a
considerable loss of pay to the offBeing entirely
without duty
icer.
and relegated to the retired list, his
Income will be diminished In the
first place by the loss of 25 per cent
of the full pay of an admiral on the
active list, namely, $7,500 a year.
Also he will no longer receive the
allowance to an active officer of ills
grade of $1,500 a year for quarters
and $500 for neat and light. It so
happens.
however,
that Admiral
Hrownson Is a man " of independent
means and able to disregard finantaking
his
in
cial considerations
atand as the champion of the line
present
staff.
with
battle,
In the
the
S?talT officers of the navy have discovered a precedent for placing one
of their kind in command of a ship.
that this precedent was
It Is true
found In the period of the civil war
and long before the passage of the
naval personnel act. upon which the
line officers rely to support their
contention that such assignment to
command U Illegal.
The civil war
records snow that Ninlan l'inkney,
a naval surgeon, was In absolute
command for a considerable time of
the Mississippi steamboat Bed Hover
while that vessel was employed as a
hospital craft during t'he days of the
war.
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THOUSANDS OF EDISON'.S $1,000 CONCRETE
HOUSES TO BE BUILT NEAR BIG
CITIES FOR LOW RENTAL

Gross Kelly & Co.
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multi-millionai- re
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Year's Day

The Red Feath-

January 4 Tha Rya! Slave.
January 7 This. 11. Hanforl, In
Anthony and Cleopatra.
January 10 The Lieutenant and
the Cowboy.
January 15 Murray & Mack In
Sunnyside of Broaway.
January 21 For Mother's Sake.
January 23 Tramp tfhow with
band.
February
February

Paul Gilmore.
The Burgomaster.
IS
February
Are You Crazy?
February 19 Vendetta.
February 24 The Holy City.
March 2 Creston Clarke.
the
March 10 The Girl and
Stampe 1e.
If you want anything on earth, you
can get It through the want columns
of The Evening Citizen. We get
6
14

Grocers

Pioneer Bakery,

I

Wool Hide and Pelt
Dealers

St."

"

F F COBB
XjX'UUm

TAXIDERMIST
Birds a Specialty

7
irtr-

J

M

V

-

Albuquerque and Las
Vegas

Groceries at Cot Prices
High

J. 35 cent
25e
Best quality tens, per pound ...60c
7 bars Swift's Pride soap
25c
1
'Va.awji
45c
gallon Imperial syrup
IK
l";
iJfaMiaai&
fi
mm
10 pound pall of jelly
s60c
Large cans Ias Cruces and other
high grade tomatoes, 2 cans
25o
&IR. EDISON AT HIS DESK DICTATING TO PHONOGRAPH, ONE
for
25 cent can baking powder ....20c
OF HIS INVENTIONS. FROM NEW UNPUBLISHED PHoTt XillAl'll
(2ood prunes, 3 pounds for ....25c
of New York and other large cities style of a Queen Anne cottage. They 3 packages 12 ounce
figs
25c
today who pay, rentals In excess of will be absolutely fireproof.
And a big store full of other
what the
will ask
Mr. Edison is enthusiastic at the
bargains.
for his model homes.
There are reception his new Idea is receiving.
thousands of workingmen in dingy, Scores of Inquiries have reached htm CASH BUYERS
UNION
crowded cottages in the suburbs.
from philanthropist
and large em122 North igcoad
The tenement dwellers will be giv- ployers.
en first call. They will be offered
"There isn't the least doubt about
delightful homes in the country, the success of these cottages," he
where the sky Is blue, where the declares.
"The cost will be kept TXXXXIXXXXXXXXXXXIXXXXIXTI
sun shines, where there Is out of within the $1,000 mark.
The chief
doors and flowers and the green of expense in concrete building Is In
the hills.
the wooden frame construction. ConIt means longer lives for wasted crete Itself is not so expensive.
"Where the wooden frame plan Is
lAttle bodies and cramped, hungry
AMERICAN BLOCK.
souls. It means comfort and a taste used time must be allowed for each
With the steel
CHKIUIiliOS LUMP
of pleasure, and above all, freedom. story to solidify.
propose
use
to
which
the
I
molds
concrete can be hoisted to the top,
poured in, and when the mold over
flows you have your house, ready
Furnace,
Just as soon as It hardens and the
Mixed.
framework can be removed.
Nut
"I'm not altogether certain that It
OAS
CLEAN
COKE.
will not be possible to have concrete
SMITHING COAL.
conduits for the plumbing and the
NATIVE KINDLING
water supply; I am working on that.
jj
GASH ONLY.
FOB
Also upon a plan for a concrete bath
tub. The wire conduits will bo concrete also.
3
"Such a house will s.and forever;
It will be fireproof and will do away
TELEPHONE 91.
1th Insurance.
I believe It will
withstand any but excessive earth
quake shocks.
The houses that
stood best In San Francisco were of
GO,
concrete. And the landlord will not
The pleasure and health
have to bar children. However rough
they unay be in their play they canresort of the Southwest.
not Injure the buildings.
The new hotel, "The
dwelling
Is the
"The concrete
AGENT
home of the future. It will revolu
Fay
wood." offers every
tionize things in the larger cities,
comfort the invalid or pleaA few
experiments as Mr.
such
Phlpps proposes will establish this
seeker could desire.
sure
HENRY I'HIPPS.
quickly.
quality

M.

&

coffee

ff

Ofl

I M IIMUlTlli

rtijwil-fiafl-

Gross Kelly & Co

in

re

COAL

BTTS

ANTHRACITE

Faywodd
Hot Springs,

WOOD

N. M.

Hard Debt to fay.
RED
ELECT
"I owe adebt of gratitude that
can never be paid off." writes O. 8.
Clark, of Westfleld, Iowa. for my
rescue irom ueatn, Dy ur. King s
NEW OFFICERS New
Discovery. Hoth lungs were so
Beriously affected that death seemed
imminent, when I commenced takAt a meeting of the Red Men, held ing New Discovery.
The ominous
-.
Monday evening, the following
dry, hacking cough quit before the
coming
first bottle used, and two more botweie elected for the
yenr:
Nothtles made a complete cure."
ing has ever equaled New Discovery
Sachem M. Ryan.
Sagamore John Fredericks for coughs, colds and all throat and
Junior S.iRumore .John Hrennan. lung complaints.
flusranteed by
r.
K'hief of Record
all druggets, 60c and $1.00.
Charles L.
Trial
bottes free.
n
Prophet David Denham.
will take place
The Installation
Pal Pinto Wells Mineral Water
January 8ih.
cures and prevents constipation. Ask E
Tomorrow evening Anona Council, your grocer for lu
Daughters of Pocahontas, will
Install their nftlccrs for the coming
Near. At the close of the Installation
a banquet will lie served.
A

IN

The water from these
springs has a temperature
of 140 degrees Fahrenheit.
Ideal place for those troubled with rheumatism.
Rate Albuquerque to

The St. Elmo

JOSEPH

BARNETT, Prop'r.

i 2 0 West Railroad Aveno

W.

S11-S1-

S

. PATTERSON

Livery
and Boarding Stable
We SUtbt
Telephone
AfentiB.

AlillCQUERQCE.

NBW MEXICO.

department.

rxxxx
an

By Using
avjitem
ptn h

Thla
sheets
ruled
I printed
to tult the special need

of every bur.'uMw.

Wines, Brandi8S. Etc.

Loose Leaf Systems
Are no longer au experiment.
econThey are a necessity whers
omy In time and labor is wanted.
Kstimatea cheerfully given. Mall
will receive prompt attention.

or-dc- rs

SAMPLE A NO
CLUB nOOMA

187 J.

FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
KAILROAD AVENUE.

ALBUQUERQUE. N.

M.

START RIGHT
E

Finest Whiskies

L e, PUTNEY

ESTABLISHED

Carries the largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries la
th. Southwest.

By Installing a Loose Leaf System
of bookkeeping In your accounting

Purdy9 Agent

OLD RELIABLE."

All kinds of Household
Goods at reduced prices

117 GOLD AVE.

Kep-pele-

Significant Prayer.
"May the lord help you make
Bucklen's Arnica Save known to all,"
writes J. O. Jenkins of Chapel Hill.
N. C. It quickly took the pain out
of a felon for me and cured It In a
wonderful short time."
Best on
earth for sores, burns and wounds.
25c at all druggists.

Machine Works

. MALL Proprietor
Iron and Brans Castings; Ore, Coal and
Cars; Shaft'
ings, Pulleys, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Lumber
Columns and Iron
Fronts for Buildings.
Ropmlr on Mining mnd Mill Mmohlmory m Booolaltr
Foundry east side of railroad track.
Albuquerque. N. M.

THE WHOLESALE GROCER

Tickets on sale daily,
Return limit 30 days.
Km

Foundry and

Sewing Machine

Borradaile Co.

$13.60
r.

Albuquerque

W. II, HAHN &

New Home

A

(Incorporated)

:

offl-ci'i'.-

New

Wholesale

TIIK NEW YEAR'S AIUUVAI
will see our store laden with delicious cakes baked for those who demand the choicest and most delicious. Our New Year's enkes are famous for their high quality and exquisite flavorings, and we will have a
variety to choose from for the most
fastidious. Special orders will be taken now for fruit and pound cakes
plain
nnd nil kinds of layer cakes,
and ornamental.

lo

EVENTS

Terms
Cash

I)

Kdlson,
New York. Jan. 1. Henry Phlpps
The Inventor, "Wlaard"
the Pittsburg"
ami ' ha.s completed his plans to the point
philanthropist, believes that In the; where he can "pour" such a house
Edison concrete dwelling he has in 12 hours at a cost of $1,000. A
found a solution of the slum and rental of $7.50 a month will afford
tenement problem.
owner a profit upon his Investj the
To make a practical test he will ment.
build colonies of perhaps 500 houses
The houses will be for two fameacn. not rar rrom .New York ana ilies, 25 feet wide, 45 feet deep, and
Philadelphia, and will offer these three stories high; complete
with
homes to workingmen at a rental ga.s and . water pipes, perfect cavinot exceeding $7.50 a month.
tary plumbing, porches and all that
There are hundreds of thousands goes in a modern,
dwellof families huddled in the tenements ing.
Some of them will be in the

not-onl-

COMING

of

RETAIL, DEPARTMENT
WHITNEY COMPATS
J115 SOUTH FIRST SHEET

Terms

:

Oosiinig' Ouiil Sale

GiresiH

S. LITIIGOW
II.
Bookbinder
Ilubber Stamp Maker
Sc

Convenience - Comfort - Security
Th. telephone makes the
duties lighter, th cares less
and th. worries fewer.
YOU

NEED A TELEPHONE

Th.

telephon.

preserve,

your health, prolongs your life
and protects your horn..
IN TOUR HOME.

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO,

4LBUQUEKQUB

THE ALBUQUERQUE CITIZEN

CITIZEN.

EVENING

LOOKING FOR A GOOD TIME?

I

There are about as many conceptions as to what constitutes a "good
time" as there are Individuals, but there Is one place In New Mexico, not
very far from Albuquerque, where 99 out of every 100 people find whnt they
are looking for.
That place Is the Valley Ilanch, at Pecos, New Mexico.
By the Citizen Publishing Company of Albuquerque, New Mexico.
Fresh country produce In abundance, horses to ride or drive, dogs.
guns, traps, tnckle, all at your disposal. The finest hunting and Ashing In
You can live In a house, a cabin or a tent, and come and
the territory.
you please.
WILLIAM F. BROGAN go asYou'll
W. S. STRICKLER
find plenty of company there, agreeable and refined. If you are
MANAGING EDITOR
sociably Inclined, a favorite resort for ladles.
Conditions Ideal for re
PRESIDENT
cuperating, reading, hunting or loafing.
You CAN'T SPEND MORE THAN NINE DOLLARS A WEEK ANY
WAY YOU FIX IT.
SFBSCHIPTIOX RATES
Inquire at The Citizen Office for further particulars, or address The
,.$.1.00 Valley Ranch.
One yer hy mall In advance
f0
One month by mall
10
One month hv enrrter within city limit
srcond-olnw-

Th
verUslna;

only IIIiiMrntcil daily newspaper
medium of Uio Southwest.

New Mexico anil the best

K STRONG

F.

FURNITUR E
STRONG BLOCK

Not Going Out of Business

GKT TIIK NEWS FIRST."

"STATEHOOD FDR NEW MEXICO"

Witness for Stateftcocl
When a race Issue arises in any locality it Is n terrible thing, but when
It comes In the wake of a territory Jusi admitted to statehood it Is somewhat of a reflection upon the people who have Just been empowered with
full citizenship.
t,
a paper published just on the border.
The St. Louis
one might say of the North and South, where but a faint line by the way,
divides, comments UDOn the recent racial outbreak In Oklahoma and Its
caustic remarks are well worth the reading.
New Mexico In her palmiest
New Mexico is applying for statehood.
Con
days, has never had a scene such as the
describes.
clusions may be drawn from the following:
There 'is a distinct flavor of old wine In a new bottle In the
Dictures from Henrvetta. Okla.. of a town in a state of siege (luring a
"race war." We wish It were possible for some gifted genius of the comic
opera world to put one of these sieges, in one of .these wars, upon the
where, the
boards,
th composer and the librettist,
talents
of
supplemented by those of the scenic artists, could make a complete picture.
It is no lack of comedy which makes this Impossible. Comedy abounds
la all such warlike adventures, but alas, so mixed with tragedy that the
situation Is. utterly spoiled for comic opera uses, and It Is needless to say
that, out of such sordid Impulses and motives of human action, no grand
The not remote processes of time
oDera theme could ever be evolved.
must surely bring us a drama which will throw upon the stage a fierce
white light In which the feathers and tinsel of the swashbucklers of these
valorous wars will be consumed as by fire.
This Is not saying that the reports sent out to the press from places
They're true, 'tis pity, and
where such sieges are reported are not true.
pity 'tis, they're true.
It Is In such situations as this, of which the Okla
homa dispatches tell us, that comedy and tragedy are to be found so
strangely mixed.
it Is not the present purpose to discuss race problems,
but only "race wars." The race problem of today might easily be proved
to be a logical result of the "race war" of fifteen years ago, but It is not
worth while to prove It so at a time when the best heart and brain of the
South feel the heavy weight of old mistakes and are rising to the new emer
It
gencies with an Intelligence and a fortitude to compel our admiration.
U the fact that the siege of the "race war" is still In evidence which gives a
t)nge of comedy to the news from Oklahoma.
These "race war" sieges
are real and terrible things to those who know no better, and that's the
pity of It. Fearful women and children Inside the beleaguered towns spend
Every shot
nights of terror in dread of the coming of a black army.
heard on the picket lines, which used to be thrown out after nightfall, would
arry fear and trembling with It both Inside and outside of such lines.
For
"While, inside of the lines, only women and children shivered at such sounds,
In
cowered
miserable
women
and children alike,
outside of them black men,
hovels at every sound which they feared might he the (signal for a white
open
country.
dvan,ce into the

We Meet All Competition!!

No other
food deteriorates so
rapidly nt tlio Oyster. Its habitat is
oolne8 and
the oii'iui. It rcqulu- absolute freedom from exposure to
the air In order to retain its delicate
flavor and Its wliolesoiiieness. SEAL
SIIIPT OYSTERS are brought direct to us from tlie choicest beds of
America. Tlicy are shucked ioto
porcelain rnxcH, sealed and packed in
ice, which never conies In contact
vtitli the oysters.
Tlie use of tlie
Kcmlshlpt enrrler
Is tlio secret of
tlK'lr superiority.

HE M rtl QrFKQlF CITIZEN HAS:
Ttte finest equipped Job department In Now Melro.
t
The latest reports by Associated Pro m and Atixlliary News Service.

All Stoves and Ranges

25

tTo&ay

Discount
6 inch Stove pipe - -6 inch Stove pipe elbows

J Thanksgiving
9c Toint
8c Joint

The new year dawned today at Carthage with eight blackened, turn
bleeding corpses In the little mining camp, and with half a dozen sorely In
jured miners, writhing with pain.
The New Year came Into rhe little mining camp bereft of all the simple
pleasures that the day had promised to hold In store for the brawny men
who have tolled ceaselessly far under ground, In order that others might
have fuel and families in the little mining cabins might have bread and
'

butter.

The old year departed at Carthage leaving behind It, sudden and awful
death, suffering and sorrow.
Those of us who live apart from the mining world, who do not know
Its natural hardships and risks, can not begin to realize the feelings of those
who enter the new year mourning for their dead or tearfully praying that
the lives of their Injured ones may yet be spared.
It is a sad scene at Carthage today, and one on which we do not like
Co dwell.
Hut In our rejoicing at the advent of a new year, it will not be
amis to extend smypathy to the stricken town, the, relatives, friends and
companions of the men who met an awful death or suffered terrible injury.
there yesterday.
The Carthago accident was the first of Its kind' in all the mining his
tory of New Mexico.
lit would appear that, It was simply one of those ter
rible accidents caused by dynamite, which It seems Impossible at times to
!

1

void.
iBut the

other miners of New Mexico should regard It In the light of
warning and nothing should be overlooked In an effort to make the many
mines In this territory as safe as modern science can produce.
The miner who works all dap away from the light, burrowing like a
snole in the damp, cold earth, deserves every protection Which can be given
The people of Albuquerque
Mexico upon this New Year's day
vs. In extending heartfelt sympathy
camp, where the last day of 1907
kdeah and suffering, that none but
him.

join with those of the whole of New
so bright and promising for so many of
for the people of the pretty little mining
will be remembered always as a day of
a miner can fully understand.

'

I

The Citizen yesterday published a full and detailed account of the
lining disaster at Carthage,
This paper was the only paper .n the southwest to get a correspondent upon the scene within a few hours after the
ecldent took place. The Citizen beat not only the papers of New Mexico
a the story by several hours, but It contained the only complete story of
the accident: not excepting F.l Paso and the papers of Denver. The moral
IS plain
If you want to get the news and get It first, read The Citizen. We
s;et the news first.
Kvldently the charge of murder doesn't weigh heavily on Steve Adams,
with the sheriff. Still h
lis attended a theatre while enroute to Tcllurlde
may be preparing himself for the worst the name of the show he saw is
ot mentioned.
,

Kan FranclBco the health authorities have killed over 130.000 rats
There ought to be a good
In an effort to eradicate the Bubonic Plague.
opening for a first class rat trap factory In iSan Francisco.

in

J

girl and de
The New Haven preacher, who eloped with a
wife, is now waiting for money with which to go home.
This affinity business is sometimes not as easy as It looks.

serted a faithful

A Virginia man was hanged until dead, ami when the body win turned
over to the relatives, the supposed corpse came to life. 1'ubllc officials are
jetting too careless these days.
'

There were thirteen mourners in police court tills morning, and the
usual headache cure waif administered.
After all, Christmas did more to counteract
torlals. Seattle Times.

hoarding than all the

Tlie bottle manufacturers say they are receiving more
ever 1n their history and can't get enough help. The W. t
Investigate this.

edi- -

orders than
T. I'. ouuht to

The Philippines ar being civilized rapidiy these lays. The governor
was shot and wounded by a disappointed politician.

ot one province
The W.

(.

The tiger

T.
Is

lT. Is

getting busy.

dead.

Today Is a busy day

What's up?

Keno!
for the water wagon.

Have you made those good resolutions?

Sale Cntlery.

800 Our Elegant Lino of

Holiday Cutlery
AND

See

Prices Before Buying

Our

Carvers

:

upon purchasing

at

at Cartilage

MSl..H

1

Globe-Democra-

Globe-Democr-

1908.
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TUB AIJH'Ql'ERQVE CITIZEN IS:
Tlie loading Republican dully nnil wcokly nrwapor of tlx Southwest.
Ttie adTocme of Republican principles and the "Square Ioal."
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of Albuquerqne, N. M.,
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NEW

MEXICO

TURNED

DARK

BY WOODMEN

CLOTHS

GAMBLING

McINTOSH HARDWARE CO.

COVER

TABLES
Consult

TODAY

AGAIN

rs

For several years strenuous efforts
have been made by menvners of the
fraternal Insurance order of the
Modern Woodmen of America, resi
dent In New Mexico, to have this
territory admitted into the Jurisdiction of the order.
Kecenlly the mutter was
ed with the head camp officers, and
strong petitions went in from A10U-querque, lloswcll, and many other
parts of the territory asking that
the commJtlee "having in charge the
admission of new territory give fav- orable report on the New Mexico
application.
At the regular meeting or the
committee on new territory at Rock
Island, III., the following uction was
taken regarding this and oiher applications: "We have considered the
tates of New Mexico, Mississippi,
North Carolina, Tennessee, Arkansas
and the Hiitish possessions lying
north of and contiguous to the United States. Your committee is of the
opinion that the entlrn sta!e of Ten
nessee should be admitted to the
jurisdiction without any restrictions
whatever, that the states of Missis
sippi and New Mexico are not admis
sible; that the state or Arkansas is
only in part admissible."
A couple or years ago the appli
cation of New Mexico was before the
head camp at its annual meeting,
and would possibly have passed had
It not been for the gross misrepresentation of the delegates from Arizona who were present and had the
ears of the committee.
The action of the committee Is In
comprehensible to the members of
the order in New Mexico. Territory
completely surrounding this territory
has been admitted, and the records
of our towns and cities show a lesser
death rate than most others of the
There are no diadmitted states.
seases or epidemics peculiar to New
Mexico.
There Is much dissatisfaction expressed at the action of the
and
committee on the application
delegates will be sent to the meeting
sumcamp
coming
the
of the head
mer with strong petitions and such a
showing that It Is not believed that
the head camp will refuse the application again. It seems that adverse
reports have gone In from those who
conditions and
do not understand
has many
also that New Mexico
enemies to its enjoyment of other
privileges than statehood.

rs

The Tiger is no more

I

In New Mex-

ico.

Reliable

Dentist

Full Set of Teeth
Gold Filling
$1.50 up
Gold Crowns
$6
Painless Extracting .... 58c

j3i2-S- -f

The Voice of t!ie Ghost Is No Commotion Accompanied
Mem-bethe Passing the Tiger-DealeHeard Again-Loc- al
Leaving.
Indignant.

a

Underwood
Standard
Typewriter

$8

Alili WORK AISSOMJTELY

t.
He passed away quietly last
The end, was not witnessed by
as large a crowd as expected. Some
ventured a few dimes on the last
few turns of the wheel, but there
was no big play as had been prophesied.
The wonderful speed attained by UNDERWOOD
Barly In the availing, large crowds
Ifi
congregated
the largest down
operators is not alone due to the freedom of action
town places but as the end drew near
away until
the crowds dwindled
very
were
few
when the end came,
and ease of manipulation of the machine.
there to witness It.
strange
Today one feels a little
The Visibility, Tabulation, and Durability help
walking through these places where
hitherto the fascinating click of the
little Ivory, balland the call of the;
mightily to accelerate the speed of the UNDERwere ever evident. As
one traveling man explained, walk-- :
Ing through one of the.se places since
WOOD operator.
gambling has been closed is like
you
In
large
a
hall where
dancing
are the only couple on the floor.
The dealers themselves those of;
the day shifts, w ho worked during
the day yesterday were the heaviest
players. .Several of them were seen '
to venture their day's wages in hopes
of making a stake sutlicient to buy u
1622 Welton Street, Denver, Colo.
railroad ticket out of the city. Some
lost and others won. It was a really
touching scene to see a man who
had staked his last dollar on the!
turn of a card with hones of secur- - I
lng sutlicient money to carry himself
sand an" ye git it at the drug sthore
like ye did In Kan.sus!"
and ramny to some distant city or
And Peter McOuire, chastened and
state where gambling is still in
vogue, and see them, lose.
subdued, crept quietly oft to bed.
THE CUB'S CORNER
While It Is a custom among the
gambling fraternity to loan each othTILE ANNUAL SWEAR OFF.
er money even to the last dollar,
Ry M. F. Kclmefcr.
men
was
number
of
a
marked
there
How dear to my heart Is the annual
' swear-of- f.
A NEW YEAR'S IDYL.
broke last night when loans were
sought by the unfortunate ones who
In a humble cottage in the subI make each year
The swear-of- f
had staked their last dollar and lost. urbs of the city Molly McQuIre toilon the first;
There was no commotion when ed painfully over her wash-tuOcsigning
sealing of docuThe
and
the hour for closing came and the casionally she glanced at the clock
ments weighty,
manager told the dealers to close upon which the hands were creepWhich bind me to suffer a twelvethe games. Just as any other night, ing toward the midnight hour.
month of thirst.
the faro box was put away, the laysighgrave admonition so kind and
him,"
The
she
time
for
"Almost
out folded up and a dark cloth ed wearily, as she resumed her task.
paternal.
spread over the table. The dealers'
Of the squire when he's giving the
The years had not dealt kindly
wages, In .some Instances $6 and In
more,
as
No
Molly
unto me;
McOuire.
oath
with
other $r, were taken from the money
did
the dimples The load that is lifted right up off
the old days.
drawer and laid to one side, while t In
my bosom,
about her rosy lips and t'he
Small radiateeyea
the bank roll was counted
As I hand
which
light with the Hashing
him two-bitcircles of wistful facs watched the blue
CeJltJc
same
is his fee.
forefathers.
sparkle
of
her
silver dollars plied in stacks twenty-liv- e
How dear to my heart is the annual
For Molly had married a man.
high and greenbacks in wads
swear-of- f.
As the clock chimed the hour, the
an inch thick taken from the money
The swear-of- f
I swear each year
drawers, counted and put away in door burst open and Peter McOuire
with new joy;
stood framed In the doorway. Once
the safes.
hod carrier, Peter Mc- The struggle with which I refuse InA large number of men known as an honest
vitations.
Ouire, shortly after his marriage,
saybid associates good-bydealers
The arts to keep "straight" that
Our shirt and collar work is per ing, "if I Ilnd anything good I'll htid taken to strong drink, and his
I daily employ.
fect.
Our "DOMESTIC FINISH" Is write you." Fully half of the seventy-f- Hushed face and uncertain gait told
The oozing of will power, the sllp-ln- g
the proper thing. We lead others ive
or eighty men that have been only too plainly of his lamentable
sensation.
Now, however, his disfollow.
gambling weakness.
employed at the various
That tells me reform has been
countenance was lighted with
IMPERIAL LAUNDRY CO.
houses in the city either left the city solute
nipped
I' the bud:
terror,
expression
of
an
lurched
lie
night or sire preparing to leave.
when at last
LOST An opportunity If you did not last
uncertainly into the room and seized The hilarious moment
from the wagon
use these columns.
Wrhen the Stomach, Heart, or Kid- his wife's arm.
dropped
I
with a dull,
I
have
find
"Molly," he said huskily, "have ye
nerves get weak, then these or- honr.ril?
slck'ulng thud!
FEE'S DELICIOIS HOT CHOCO- - ney
Th
council Iuls nut tlie
gans
drug
always
the
fall.
Ixm't
LATE. WALTON'S DltKi STORE.
up to fifteen hundred and
stomach, nor stimulate the Heart or license will
o
If the present you get
be only fifteen saloons
DeWltt's Kidney and Bladder Pills Kidneys. That Is simply a make- - there
Doesn't cut lots of rocks,
In the w tde town, Molonly
fifteen
to
a
known
prescription
Get
shift.
relieve backache, weak kidneys, and
Why. be satisfied with
A look of relief flashed across
Sold Druggists everywhere as Dr. Shoop's ly!"
Inflammation of the bladder.
A pair of warm socks.
face.
Restorative. The Restorative is pre- -' the tired woman's
by J H. O'Rltlly.
"The sulnts be praised," she said
nared exnresslv for these weak In- - fervently.
do you think Is meant by
"What
liiuftt. nnrrftnpv"
Are you looking tor someming? Re- - side nerves. Strengthen these nerves,
"Rut. Molly," cum the Insistent
member the want columns of The build them up with Dr. Shoop's Re- "1
think
husband, only fifteen In comes back."It's the kind that always
Evening Citizen are for you especial storatlve tablets or liquid and see voice of hertown
of Albuquerque
whole
the
come.
will
quickly
how
help
Free
to
people
benefit.
It talks
the
and
sample test sent on request by Dr. think of it, Molly!"
thoy talk to you.
Lucky IKg.
changed. He
manner
Suddenly
his
snoop, Ratine, wis.
o
"Jones has had three love affairs
irour neaun
hands
wife's
his
took
M
Sold
simple
test.
U
surelv worth this
FEE'S HOME
MK CANDIES.
and been fortunate In every one of
tenderly between his own. "Molly." them."
WALTON'S DHl'; STORE.
; by all dealers.
swear
going
softly,
am
to
"I
he said
"In what way?"
off. No more of the accursed drink
"They
broke their engagegood ment with all
for Peter MoOutre. Twenty-liv- e
him at the last hour."
mahogany bars gone out of business.
Molly.
ih1IiI)ii.
It's too much."
Hart
It was a dramatic moment. The
"I believe Jimson would share his
cat purred noisily in the corner und last dollar with a friend."
"Ye-- , but did you ever catch htm
coal in the four-dollthe seven-dolla- r
stove sent out Its cheerful when he had one?"
The psychological second
warmth.
But alas, how often
had arrived.
ltmal HulaiKvd ltatton
must bare truth mar the art of ficStinllouer SetNl
transMolly
stood
McOuire
tion.
Acuiv Masli FihM
liari-oo- l
fixed, her paie face flushed and eyes
snapping ominously.
Poultry Paimcu
ye
Ye
spalpeen.
Is.
"Swear of, it
liiNintitUuiul Poultry Food
wud bo tryin' It agin! Layln" 'round
Uilliiii's I'oultry I'ihmI
uszd the won a cvtn to ouae .1 cold $m one oat.
PrutlM Poultry Food
home fur a week too mean to live
with, and then come In some night
Coiiiphto Stork of Poultry Suplles
IamjU
Always remember the i.ill ntui.e.
tdUppcd
town orders
breaktn' yer resolution and all the
Out of
yer
on
life!
once.
Not
promptly.
furniture at
for Xii signature vu every box. 20c.
S. Flrwt St.
E. W. Fco. ttoa-BThere'll be no swearin' off this year!
Not it the license goes to tin thou
Sample oil application.
Plume 10.
mirT-nlgh-

'

game-keepe-

rs

j

Underwood Typewriter Company

.

j

Pits. COrP and PETTIT.

ROOM

12, N. T. AAMIJO BLDG.

"THE BEST ALWAYS"

TRADE
Where You Get
Just What

You

Order

Promptly, Carefully
Delivered
From a Stock That Is
Always

Fresh

T. N, LINVILLE,

Grocer
508 W. Central

:

'Phone 233

b.
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There Is Only One

RATES

HOLIDAY

To all points in New Mexico and Colorada, also El
Paso, Texas.
d
Rate one and
fare
for round trip. Date of sale
one-thir-

Dec. 23, 24, 25, 30, 31,
'07, and Jan. 1,'08
Final Return Limit Jan.
6, '08
T. K. l'urdy, Agent
fXXXJOOCXXXXJOOtKXJl XXXXXXXXXJ

DIAMONDS ARE FRUMPS

ar

That Is

LaxsSSi?e Bromo Quinine

ALL THE TIME
IX VAI.rE STEADINCTIEASING
ILY, 15 TO 20 PEll CENT. WE
HAVE FIVE HCXDHEU DOLLARS
WORTH OF SMALL STONES WE
WILL KEIX AT LOWER PRICES
TILN THEY CAN I1E UOITGHT At
WHOLESALE.
VANN JEWELRY CO.
One IXmjt South of Drug Sup.

WKUNKSDAY,

JAN.

1,

ALBUQUMIQUE

108.

GUNSUL PROMOTES

Panic?

A

GEOLOGISTS GIVE V01CE LICENSE

$1,500,000

DEAL

AT TRINIDAD

TO THEIR

FEELINGS

ON PAPER

M.iynard Gunsul, who fays that
Albuquerque is the best place on
earth, returned home lust night from
having spent ten days in Colorado,
during which he promoted and closed a traction deal of a million and
a half of dollars.
The project includes the merging
of several electric light and power
and street railway companies In the
vicinity of Trinidad and the building
of several interurban railway lines.
Mr.
Gunsul carried
the deal
through and turned it over to J. J.
Henry, of Denver, who, It will be
remembered, was a factor In the reorganization of the Albuquerque Gas,
Kiettrie Light and Power company a
few years ago.
Regarding the deal, the Tiinldad
Advertiser says:
"At.rai'led by the great opportunities and resources which Trinidad and
Animas county affords for enterIis
prise another big corporation has entered this field, which means much
for the unbuilding of this city and
county.
"It a publicly announced Monday f'ir the tirst time that the Southern Colorado Power company had
closed a deal whereby they became
owners of the Trinidad Klectric railway, the Trinidad Light & Power
company, and the Stonewall Valley
Electric railway, taking possession

FRENCH
BAKERY
212 E. Central, Phone 597

UOOOOOOCXXXXXXXJCXXXXXXXXJO

New Year's

Dinner
Top Notch of the Year
35 CENTS

Columbus
Hotel

on

January

1

"The purchasers are a new corporation thought to have been organized by J. J. Henry, of Denver,
head of the Henry Electrical company. The corporation papers have
not yet been placed on tile and the
officers names are unknown to the
public as yet, but are undoubtedly
known to the owners of the Trinidad
properties which made the sale to
the new company, but the names are
withheld for the present.
"The deal is contirmed by Frank
P. Read, president of the Trinidad
street railway. It is not given out
publicly what the capitalization of
the new company Is or the amount
involved In the sale,
"It has long been predicted that
all the important camps of the county would be connected wi:h Trinidad
by electric railway lines and now
that a new corporation with unlimited means has entered the field this
prediction will now be realized In a
few short years.
"All roads will lead to Trinidad
when the camps of Bowen, Berwind.
Hastings,
Aguilar,
Cokedale
and
many o.hers are connected with electric linen and Trinidad will be the
hub around which they revolve.
"The benefits to be derived cannot
be estimated at this time. The extending of the electric lines will make
all camps practically
suburbs of
Trinidad, as the people can go back
and forth from this city to any of
them in a very short space of time,
which means that business will Increase to an enormous extent.

CXXXXXXXXXDOCXXXXXXXXXXXOCX)

HENRY'S
Cleaning and Pressing

Works
The most
cleaning and pressing
parlors in the city.
J. A. Gardner, Prop,
lOu-- u
West Silver Ave.

oooocxxxxxxxooocooooooooo

Board and Room

$16.00

Per Month and Up
or by the Week, Day
or Meal.

MRS.M.E.NORRIS
lait Ceil Avenue

MISS

REED WILL BE

DISPLAY Her Numerous Cmlifoi-Will liiiHfiite Her
Fullest

Kntliiishistio About
V. II. Anrigation Coiifjre;
drews llusy in Wnslihurhm
on licltitlf of t.reiii Cun.
M.

s

Wlii. li

W

ill

Ir-

semble J I err.
M.
J.
Dennis, a lumberman
of
Maine, Arizona, a town near Flagstaff, said today that he thought the
congress which
National Irrigation
will convene here during- the present year, was one; of the bent adverMexico could
tisements that New
possibly have and he stated that he
would do all In his power to help
with the entertainment,
Mr. Dennis spent New Year's day
here visiting friends and on business.
He formerly resided in New Mexico,
being an old timer In the southwest.
He first came to New
Mexico in
11(79, locating at Silver City.
He
has seen the wonderful development
of this territory.
Mr. Dennis said that
he would
bring a lumber display to the IrrU
gallon congress from Arizona which
would be a credit to the sUier territory and he further said he would
boost the congress upon his return
to his home.
President Hopewell, of the board
of control, has been so busy looking
after the congress affairs that he
missed New Year's dinner.
The colonel announces that he has
a number of other exhibits promised
which he will make public soon.
He recently wrote to Delegate
Andrews at Washington, asking him
to interest the forestry bureau in the
congress and Delegate Andrews forwarded to President Hopewell a copy
of the following letter which speaks
for Itself:
The Honorable William H. Andrews.
House of Representative, Washington, D. C.
Sir: Mr. C. S. Chapman has Just
called my attention to your request
that the forest service supply Mr. W.
S. Hopewell, vice president of the
Irrigation congress, with such exhibit
material (maps, publications and
forest pictures i likely to be of Interest in connection with the congress
to be held in Albuquerque next year.
I am sure Mr. Pinchot, as has been
his custom, will be very glad to have
the foret service give all the assistance It can in this matter. Doubtless such of our publication
as
would be of interest can be supplied
in sutni'lnt numbers. possibly for
local distribution as well as for display. We can also lend the
some eighty or a hundred very
attractive forest transparencies which
I feel sure would be of very great
I should like very much,
Interest.
In the meantime, to la'k this mutter over with you as there are ..a
number of points that should be
If you will let me know
where I can call upon you, I snail
be glad to do so.
"Very respectfully.
"GEO. B. SKHDWORTH.
"Dendrologiat "
ss

d.

Pllea Cured in 6 to 11 Days.
OIXTMEXT is guaranteed to
cure any case of Itching, blind,
bleeding or protruding piles in 6 to
14 day or money refunded. 50 cents.
PAZO

i:tent.

Suy They
to the

Want Tlii'ir Money.
lCconomist Dry Goods Co. .$225
Golden Rule Dry Goous
SO
yo
Kd. Koury store
Kmil Kleinwort. butcher..
45
L. G. Rosentield, jeweler. . 250
Total '. . . .
.1600

As-

con-gro-

Jarndo.

Geo. K. Rex, Topeka, W. 8. Fitch,

Springs:
K.
'olorado
Scheffee.
Washington: J. VV". Morrell. Colorado
Springs; J. Corbett, Mountainair; F.
1.. I at. Mountainair:
B. Kempenlch,
Mountainair; C. J. Amble, Mountain-nir- :
G. H. Kenkell and wife. Las
Vegas; J. R. McFie, Santa Fe.

$1,500

A

The above are only a few of the
unpaid accounts of Miss Lillian Reed
formerly of this city, but now of
Cripple Creek, Colo., according
to
the police.
Several weeks ago Miss Reed was
not found at her address on North
Third street by bill collectors. The
police department was appealed to
and through working the wires and
using the malls liberally Chief of Police McMillin was yesterday able to
give the lamenting creditors the address of the inlawing woman. It was
Cripple Creek, Colo. The authorities
there had her under surveillance and
nave promised to see that she will
remain there until Gov. Buchtel has
granted extradition papers for her
refurn to Albuquerque.
Armljo left for Colorado
this morning and hopes to return
with Miss Reed within a few days,
Several of the creditors have avow
ed their Intention to prosecute the
woman to the fullest extent.

TELEGRAPHIC MARKETS

The present meeting of the
Society of America la being
marked by social events as well as
good weather and instructive and Interesting sessions and the visitors
have felt sutliclently impressed to
voice their pleasure and gratitude by
adopting resolutions extending cordial thanks to the local members
of the society, the city of Albuquerque,
the Albuquerquo Commercial
club and New Mexico at large. The
I'nlversity of New Mexico also comes
In for a share of the credit for the
success of the meeting.
The banquet on Monday night was
a very happy event. The elaborate
surroundings and the sumpiuousness
of the spread caused the far east
members to ope ntheir eyes to the
veil of the report which had gone
forth that New Mexico was a wilder- -

"Mr. Mayor, your committee report favorable to having the ordinance stand as it is."
These were the words of Alderman Wilkerson, chairman of the license committee, at the special session of the council held In the office of Clly Clerk Harry F. Lee yesterday afternoon to consider whether or not the saloon license of Albuquerque should remain at $1,500 a
year or be reduced to a lower sum.
It was rather a dramatic scene.
The city clerk's spacious otllce was
crowded to the doors with women
representing the Albuquerque Wom
an s club, Kluerlbboners represent
n
league and sober
lng the
faced men appearing for the liquor
Interests.
Several ministers of the
gospel were in the jam.
I
A nerve straining hush came over
ness.
I'sing the words of William Allen the room when Mayor McKee called
White on one of his visits to the for the report. It had been whlsper-clt- y
a few years ago, "Beautiful ed that the report would be
entrancing
music, oysters able to high license but no mem-o- n
the half shell, one could easily ber of the committee had given out
g
Imagine himself In New York" when
that It would. The
at the Alvarado. These were porance advocates were not sure that
the conditions
which presented the report would be favorable. They
themselves to geologists at the tian-- 1 feared that the opinions of the cum-quMonday night.
mitteemen might be changed before
Last night at the Albuquerque the report tinally reached the
club, where a watch cil.
party dance was given and at which j The whispering that had been
of the geologists were guests, lng on ceased when Alderman Wll-th- e
visitors again found themselvee kerson arose to announce the report
unequaled
amid fiurroundlngs
for of thd committee.
correctness and comfort. In appoint- "I move that the report be adopt-menthe affair quite excelled any ed," said Alderman Harrison, after
ball given by the club this season. It was read.
A chicken buffet lunch wajj served
"I second the motion," said Coun-a- t
Seventy-fiv- e
11 o'clock.
couples cllman Hanley.'
were present and most of them re- "It Is moved and seconded that
mnined until the new year.
the report of the special license com
ma geologists are on anotner ex- mlttee be adopted, ' suld Mayor Mc- cursion to the mountains today, Kee.
looking for fossils, probably.The
A viva voce vote wa-- taken. The
weather s delightful and the trip is Are aldermen voting for the ordi-- .
bound to be a pleasant one.
nance voted for the adoption of the
The society will adjourn here td report.
meet at the Grand canyon after a
Alderman Neustsdt voted against
visit to the petrified
near
forest
and Alderman Beoven did not
Adamana.
vote.
Congraiulatlons
from the "Blue- THINGS DOING AT

Tipton.
Rafael;

Gee-logic- al

otHi-lall- y

J.
tinez.

1.

R. Gooch,
Mich.

Helen;

M.

San
J. Simons,
Algo-done-

s;

O.

t'rnljr.

Imstra,

San .Marelal; B. Mar!,
Kl Paso; It. W. t'assady.
X. M ; E. L. Woods, Estancla.

ALBERT FABER

Grand Central.

101 I'bso; E. T. Hodson,
Las Vegas; J. E. Waltson, Ias Vegas; J. R. O'Lonnel, Las Vegas: Win.
Jones. Lns Vegas; N. Barth, Navajo,
Ariz.

K. Roelck.

GOV.

CURRY

PARDONS

tem-dinln-

A New Year's pardon was granted
by Governor
Curry yesterday
to
Samuel Morrow, who was recently
tersentenced to serve a term in the

s

j

Wrni

ANB CNSURPASSKD FACHJTUES

ritorial penitentiary.
The crime for
which he was convicted was committed several years ago when Morrow was but a boy. He drifted into
bad company
and was arrested
charged with having received stolen
property, when suspicion fell upon
him. and he was lodged In Jail at
Pending trial he manCarlsbad.
aged to escape, however, and his
whereabouts were unknown until a
few months ago, when he was locat- ed at GMe, A tin. Since his. escape
he had been living an upright life
and had man-leand reared a
lly. He was taken back to jail and
to
a
one
year's term In
sentenced
petition was
A
the penitentiary'presented to the Judge signed by
eleven of the Jurors who had con-I- t,
Judge Pope waived
victed Morrow.
the petition aside, but agreed to ree- ommend his pardon later in.

BANK OF COMMERCE of ALBUQUERQUE, N. M."
EXTENDS TO DEPOSITORS EVERT PROPER ACCOMMODATION
'
AND SOLICITS NEW ACCOUNTS.
CAPITAL

post-ofrk-

'Rj&4.60.

fed ewes

SKKTI.V

100

i

iti-s-

ii

rxms, I'iioxe

Best remedy for mnrfcerv to use Ii
Kennedy's Laxative Cough Syrup. It
tastes nearly as good as mable sugar,
it contains no opiate. Sold by J. H.
ORielly.

...... $

1

50,1)00.00

Officers and Directors:
SOLOMON

LUNA,

PreddenC

W. 8. STRICKLER,

J. JOIIXSON,
Assistant Cashier.

W.

Vice President and CaahJor.
WILLIAM McLNTOSII,

J.

A. M. R LACK WELL

25 PIANOS

THE

C. BALD RIDGE.

O. E. CROMWELL.

Albuquerque Lumber Co,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

We will reduce our large stock of

.

Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex Fiintkote Roofing

Pianos by quoting Bargain Prices
from now until January 1, 1908

First and Marqoette

Alboqaerqoe, New Mexico
GIVE US A CHANCE
To figure on that bill of lumber.
Our lumber comes from our own
mills located In the best body of
timber In New Mexico.
A large stock
of dry sprite
dimension on hand. Why not buy
the best when It Is' Just a cheap T
It will pay you to look Into thla.

RIO

e)

Mr. Strong
has had a splendid
trade up to the present, and has
up
cleaned
the stock, so that what is
now left of the old bankrupt stock
Is tirst class In every par.icular; yet
the marked down prices will continue
until it is all finally cleaned out. New
slock is coming in; and Mr. Strong
intends to keep a tirst class book and
stationery store; containing all the
new and standard books, a full and
complete line of blank books of all
kinds; a full line of stationery and
supplies of all kinds; sporting goods,
lea. her goods, including ladies'
and gentlemen's card cases.
cutlery, including Claus Shears, scissors and razors. A complete line of
ruuntain Pens. (The large bankrupt
stock of Fountain I'ens is being sold
at from 25 per cent to 35 per cent
prictM).
discount from the regular
Magazines and daily papers will also
be one of the regular lines. A number of framed and unframed
pic
tures at bargain prices are also on
sale.
.Mr. Strong desires to express to his
patrons his appreciation
of their
business in the past two month and
sonciu tneir runner favors.
pock-etboo-

1

KSTAULISHED

'

1--

3

Everett, Baumei9ter, Kimball, Harvard,

Schaeffer, Straube.

Interior Piano Playera, Kimball, Mar.hall. Wendell
'
Sheet Music
Edison Talking Machines
t.
Can and Hear our New
Open Evenings
Piano Tuning

ReS.'

per cent discount

Look at the prices and examine them; you never had a bigger
opportunity to buy something of value at so little money.
Don't
miss It
Music Rolls, special prices from 50c to $5.00. 25 per cent discount: of course, you can afford to buy now.
There is Just one more word we have to say and that is, call
and Investigate our exceptional values.

j CABINET MAKING

FOR CHRIST MAG

5

Carries, Oph. D.
kococoooooooo
n

The Lobby
115

C

ANDERSON & SCHICK

flS

West Central.
PHONE 451.

FineWine,Liquor9&Cigar
9

WeSt Central

J Free Lunch Day and Night

AVe.

oooookooooooo 00000O000CsOOO
All

TeleDhone S07

Ill

H. H. Samuel, Prop.

DR. C. H. CONN ft
0TKOATHIC PHflfCMIV AND

First Class Work Guaranteed

tXXXXXXXXXXXXIXTXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXtTl
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What would be more appropriate than GOOD VISION
Call at my office and I will tell
you how you can make father
or mother a present of a fine
pair of Glasses guaranteed to
fit correctly.

C. H.

rurnlturo Packing
,

'K'mm.sfc?

FX AM I NATION FREE

UPHOLSTERING

New Furniture, Matresses and Cushions Made to
Order. All kinds of Repairing Niaily Done.

524 West Central

882

CHICKERING PIANO

ASK US ABOUT IT
33

1

Representatives of the Only

In Guitars and Mandolins we can show you fit or more Ideal
presents for Christmas and New Years.

pgxxxxxixxxxxuxxxxjxxxxixxj iiiTiTiiTTTTTTiiu,nii
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Cor. 3rd and Mirqaetti

The Whitson Music Co.

LOOK !

Schiller new case, only damaged In shipping, regular price $350,
claim now pending with rallroud company, see and have It, 9240
1 Oliver, AValnut case, regular
$300, special
9225
1 Starr at rent, you know the make
9270
1 Howard, regular
$300, special, at bargain
9100
1 Square Piano, worth
$15, special (we need the room)
950
1 Organ, worth $86, special $55.
And many other bargains.
Remember you don't have to buy and It will be a pleasure to
show you our pianos.
That Is why we say it will pay you to Investigate.
To cash buyers, ten per cent discount for cash.
To those makUng large monthly payments or a good payment
down we will offer a discount from above prices.
In talking machines we have $1,000 Invested. Call and hear
Caruso and the world's greatest singers.
Victors and Edlsona In
You know the prices. We will sell one to you on monthly
stock.
payments.
1

The Square Music Dealers
208 West Gold Ave.

a

CO.

Chlckerlng Brothers regular $550, left for sale by party leaving
Albuquerque, beautiful oak case
$360

Learnard & Lindermann

m

GRANDE LUMBhH

Phone 8.

ed

Trial Tatarrh treatments are being mailed out free, on request, by
Dr. Shoop. Racine, Wis. These tests
are proving to the people without
a penny's
cost the great value of
this scientific prescription known to
druggists everywhere as Dr. Shoop'i
Catarrh Remedy. Sold by all

AMPTJQ MEANS

i

Onuilut IJveHtof-lc- .
Omaha, Jan. 1. Cattle
receipts,
13un. Market strong to 10c higher.
Western steers
$3.00 if 4.50;
Texas WILL CONTINUE
steers $2. 7 ft ft 4.10; range cow s and
heifers $ 1 .75 Hi 5.75 ; canners $1.80fji
IN BUSINESS
2.25; smokers and feeders
$2.75(i
4.25: calves $3.001 6.50; bulla and
stagr $1.75fi 3.75.
Sheep receipts 4.000. Market 10c
E. J. Strong, who bought the Newhigher. Yearlings $4.85 ii 5.50; weth- comer bankrupt stock, has
ers $4,254) 4. S5; ewes $ 4.00 4.60: the building (next door to the
lambs $6,004; 6.50.
and will continue the
KaiosiH CUty Livestock.
Kansas i'ity, Jan. 1. Cattle reelects 3.00k. Market strong. Southern steers $3.5041 4.40; southern cows
$2.004i 3 20; (dockers
and feeders
$3.00fa4.25; bulls $ 2.50 ffi 4.00; calves
$3,7546.50; western steers $3.604i
4.50; western cows $2.604j 3.75.
Sheep receipts 4000. Market steady
to strong. Mutons $4.00SM.75; l.imbs
$5.5041 6.75; rnge wethers
$4.75

10 WEST CENTRAL AVE.
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Quay County SIhtIIT Snys "23"
r
All Gambling Ik' vices.
Tucumcarl. X. M.. Jan. 1. President M. B. Keoter. of the Cordell
Academy of Cordell, Okla., Is spending the holidays In "this city. He Is
the guest of Frank E. Fenn.
C. C. Davidson, a prominent
tit- -'
torney of this place, Is spending the
holiday vacation visiting his parents:
in Illinois.
R, Prentiss, the court stenograph- er for Judge K. A. Mann Is In St. '
Louis.
He will bring his bride with
'
'
him on his return.
J' hn E. Whi.more and F. X.
have formed a partnership '
in the real estate business. Both men
are w idely know n business men of
the community .and the firm will be
a strong one.
The Bethel Chapter, Xo. 15. O. E.
S., anil the Tucuincari Lodge.
No.
27. A. F.
A. M., held an installa- tion service Jointly Friday. December
27th. at the Masonic hall. After the
installation service a banquet
was
strveiL The following oftleers were
installed in the O. E. S.: Mrs. J. C.
Jones. W. M. ; A. D. Goldenberg,
Worthy Patron; Mrs R. p. Donahue,
A. M.: Mrs. Wm. Troup, conductress;
Mrs Joe Spencer, A. C; Mrs. M. H.
Hoch. secretary; Mrs. A. D. Golden
berg, treasurer. The officers of the
lodge No. 27. A. F. & A. M., installed
sre ns follows: A. D. Goldenberg, W.
M.; M. C. Mechem, S. W.; E. F. Saxon, J. W.;'W. J. Hargis, secretary;
J. Worthelm, treasurer; J. o. Adams,
teller; C. C. Davidson, S. D.; A. C.
Coulte-r- ,
J. D.; W. B. Jarrel, S. S.;
C. H. Rankin. J. S.
Kherin J. A. Street, of this county,
has given notice by publication and
otherwise, that he will absolutely al
county.
low no gambling in ouay
commencing January 1st. He says
that he Is giving the gamblers warning so that they can rind other em
ployment after the dale when the
law goes Into effect.
He will proceed against the owners
of slot machines as well as the better
known gambling devices.
The sheriff Is a wide awake officer and the
gambling fraternity is taking notice
of the pronounclamento.
Tucumcarl citizens are enjoying
their new and complete water system, the service Is all that can be desired and Hie pressure excellent. The
business men are agitating the organization of a fire company.
A cotton gin is one of the business
concerns which Is bei.ig installed at
this time. Enough cotton Is already
In storage here to give a gin good
work Hnd the next year will see more
than one gin busy.

:

Shoj-- .
Sipe, Glen wood. N. M.; E.
Adams,
Grass Valley, fal.; J.
Kelly. St. Louis; E. M. Morris. Kansas City; F. J. Burr, Lynn, X. M.;
Mr. s. W. Kile, De Colo, la.; Mrs.
J. W. Blackman, De Colo, la.
R.

et

TUCUMCARI TOWN

Kstam-la-

1

A Happy and
Prosperous New Year

IV

Anti-Saloo-

favor-wome-

stunt c.
W.
Anueles; I.. Mazon.
I.s
Miss
J. tennis,

D. iMcGilvray.

Re-port-

NONE BLTTER

jrrt-s-

ORDINANCE

Colorado City Will be Given Adopt Resolutions of Thanks Five Councllmen Report For
for HospitalityOff lor
Fine System of Inter-urba- n
Adoption of Favorable
Arizona Tonight.
Lines.
Special Committee.

Our Famous
Bread and Cakes

J.

riTH.

rlbboners" present
followed.
The
meeting lasted about five minutes.

WILL STAND AT

as long as be can get

LUMBER

PA(JE

IIOTI'.I, AHUIVAI.S.

But no one need suffer

110

TTCZUlt

EVENING

URQMON
Curmbl
Trmmtm.
Ho Chmrf tor Conaultmt.on.

D,i.i

N.

Armljo Building
Tlltmhonm m 09 nd 919.
V.

Champion

GROCERY COMPANY
4
W. TUeraa l'houe 51
Matteuccl Bros., Props.
23-2-

--

RSEMSQ

ALBUQUERQUE

ARIZONA mINERS

CAN

GET

holly's suspension wilt be
tained
made permanent and the supervisors
will appoint his successor.
AHMcAsiitettt of ltnllrood.
County Treasurer Ilahbilt of Mar
icopa county report today that he
has reduced
the unpaid taxes of
Hhciii $100,000 on the las day for
collections. December 9 l;iwt, to less
thiin $30,(100, or to be exact.

of the total of
taxes by Assessor Ijiike, Treasurer
ltibhltt was to collect $314,136.02,
that being the real amount of property tax. Assessor Duke handled the
peisonal property tax. amounting to
$3,733.
Treasurer Hahbltt'a bonksr.
show that he has collected
nod those of Assessor Iuke
show that he has taken In $9,046.64.
making the total now In the hands of
the countv to carry on next year's
business $ 2S5.4 S.09.
1'hoptilx people were pleased over
the recent announcement made In
Los Angele that Robert Sherman, a
former Phoenix boy, had been made
general superintendent
of the Ix8
Angeles-Pacifi- c
road.
father,
General
Robert Sherman's
M. H. Sherman, is the owner of the
Phoenix street railway, and for many
venrs Robert had charge of his affairs In this city.
During the year 1907 Sheriff Carl
Haydeii has collected a total of $21,-14- 1
county for saloon
In Mailcnpi
and gambling licenses sold by him.
of the total only a small portionper-Is
for gambling licenses for that
iod between the first of the year and
April 1, when gambling was prohibited by law In Arizona. For poll
taxes Assessor I. tike reports the collection of $2,670.
I'nless present plans fail Phoenix
will have a caning factory In full operation next summer, arrangements
already having been made to care
for the large tomato crop raised In
the Salt River Valley.
Jordan, superintendent
of
Claud
the Orange Grower's
Association
packing house, is the originator of
the Idea and proposes to push the
project o successful completion.
Farmers are rapidly becoming Interested In the raising of tomatoes
for other than honip markets and Is
has been demonstrated that the profits which lie In their cultivation are
enormous.

BACKING

1.
That
Phoenix, Arliona, Jan.
filpnly of money can be secured to
develop Arizona mine. is the assertion of Isaac T. Stoddard, formerly
ecretary of the territory, who has
Just returned from New York to his
home at Phoenix. He declares that
lie arranged while there for $300,-00- S
to be expended in further development of the Hinghamton mine,
owned by the Stoddard Mines Company.
'Mr. Stoddard states that the main
n
property
haft on this
will
be sunk 20 feet deeper,
level
several
and from the
and
thousand
feet of cross-cut- s
drifts will be run In the ore body.
A smelting plant of 500 tons dally
capacity and hoisting works are also
o be added within the next few
months.
A new town named Stoddard is
being s! arte, I near the plant and Mr.
Stoddard obtained permission to esthere and have
tablish a
4he mall route changed to run to
Humboldt Instead of Mayer, as formerly. Humboldt will now be the
whipping point for Stoddard.
While east Mr. Stoddard gave out
n Interview, In which he told Mr.
Vergs, rhe political manager of Secretary Taft. that Arizona would send
an Industrial delegation to the Chicago convention.
"The president's letter has been
ace pled as final by the Arizona republicans. They are now for Secretary Taft," said Mr. Stoddard.
"They are so because he represents
the Roosevelt administration and alhis
io because he Is a big man on sitAs I view the
own account.
uation there is nothing to It but
well-know-

7011-fo- ot

post-offi-

Taft."
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PERFECTION
Oil Heater

Fm BACKACHE-WE- AK
DiWItfi KldMj mi Bliddsr

V

TSP
PYThe

.111

Finished in
Every

ttaif

ill flootl !
brilliant light Is ideal lor
the long winter tveninaa
Latest improved central
or am Ky II won't tirt your eyei.
Every lamp warranted.
Made ol brut, nickel plated.
draft burner.
Lamp or Perfection Oil
II your dealer eaniwt tirppiv tbe Ray
Healer, write our nearest agency I a descriptive circular.
Willi

mi

Elks'

CONTINENTAL OIL CO.
tlacorporated)

Piles Cured III 6 to 14 Days.
tnlnalr boosters, who were in the
city with a view of capturing the PAZO OINTMENT H guaranteed to
proposed Presbyterian sanitarium.
cure any case of Itching, blind,
protruding piles In 6 to
iA. A. Shamalley
sold deeding or money
yesterday
refunded. 60 cents.
the Eight Spot saloon, at the corner 14' days or
of South Second street and Atlantic
avenue to Frank Fracarolli, who also
owns a saloon in the vicinity.
The
Eight Spot has been In operation for
nearly twenty years, but the two
were too close together to do enough
business to pay the high license
which goes into effect today.
JANUARY 6
MONDAY,
R. H. Lester and Roderick Stover,
who have been spending the past
on a hunting trip In the
few
.Manzauo mountains,
returned yesterday. They are well satisfied with
HENRY W. SAVAGE
the results of their trip, Stover having bagged two deer and five turOffers the
keys, while Lester secured seven
larggobbler
being
turkeys, one
the
est ever seen in this vicinity.

TO PECOS VALLEY POINTS
VIA

Bel en and

Reginald DeKoven.
Charles Klein.
Lyrics Chas. Emerson Cook.

7:05 a. m., arriving Roswell 9:40 p. m.,
10:45 p. m.

Direction of Jos. M. Galtes.

t2

ElkVTheatre
Saturday. Jan. 4

......

etc

Treasurer.

O. Bachechl,

Consolidated Liquor Company

PRICES NEVER VARY

$1.00, 75c, 50c.
Seats on sale at Matson's
Book Store

coooooooocoo
CRYSTAL THEATRE
It. Orendorff,

Chas. Mellnl, Secretary

J. D. EakJn, President
G. Gloml, Vice President.

By Clarence Bennett,
author of "The Holy City"
A story of the days when
knighthood was in flower in
Old Mexico.

attrac-UveiirH-

Ne-al-

T. E. PURDY, Agent.

Royal
Slave

Cleopatra

The State National Bank of Albuquerque

CALL FOR DESCRIPTIVE LITERATURE

A

Antony

75c

Denver, Kansas City, St. Louis and Chicago.
Finest Equipped Train in the United States.

Clarence Bennett's
Superb Scenic Production

and

Remington Autoloading Shot Gun

Arma-rill- o

THE CALIFORNIA LIMITED

6.

Remington.

Cut-O- ff

Through Daily Train, leaving Albuquerque

Special Orchestra.

7th

Moun-talnai-

-

Santa Fe
oute

Music
Hook

ELKS' OPERA HOUSE

rr

& CO.
J.214ffORBER
N. Second, Albuquerque

I

FEATHER

rf

J

Satisfaction Guaranteed

RED

--

'

We will Call for and Deliver Your Horse

Theater

George Ade

Bond-Ousdo-

Phone 878

ArL-tocr-

Arl-on-

DEPOSITS

HORSESHOEING

And company of Seventy In
at
of Coinic OOpera.
The

WIDOW

SAVINGS

ON

afB

The .Musical Event of the Season

COLLEGE

.

ALLOWED

INTEREST

CO.

NEW YEAR'S : JANUARY
Matinee and Night

wp-ek.-s

well-to-d-

uri

It

0.

csp.tal end surplus, $100,000

ELKS THEATER Cheridah Simpson

To Iurvliao 1'annlng Isiml.
Charles V. Safford. of Santa Fe,
Curtis tanion of Ithaca, N. Y.. territorial auditor, is In the city.
who for some time has been looking
Gunsul returned home
over the Santa Cruz and Salt River lastMaynard
nlpht from a business trip to
valleys as the representative of a Colorado.
o
New York
number of
Mrs. F. J. Dennis, of Kstancla, was
farmer who are desirous of pur
farming In Albuquerque Tuesday visiting and
large
of
chasing
a
tract
land In the Southwest, to be placed shopping.
under cultivation, returned to his
a prominent
Duncan McGUvray.
liome a few days ago, convinced, so citizen
of Estancla, was a caller in
he said, that the finest agricultural Albuquerque
yesterday.
country to be found In the world Is
located In the two valleys menFred Hunlng, of Huning & Con-ne- ll
KODOL Is offered on a guaranteed
tioned.
of Los Lunas, is spending New plan for the relief c? heart burn,
iMr. Stanlon. who Is an expert on Year's with friends in this city.
sour stomach, belching of
flatulence,
farming and agricultural conditions,
W. W. Chadwlck returned to A- gas, nausea, and all stomach trouspent over a month In the Southwest lbuquerque
digests what you eat. It will
Tuesday
from Prescott, bles. Ityou
principally In the vicinity of Phoenix
healthy. Sold by J. H.
of the firm make
and Tucson. He states that the cap- Ariz. Air. Chadwlck &is Co.
O'Rlelly.
italist whom he represents wish toa. of Charles Chadwlck
locate a nj farming section In
H. D. Brown, recently of .Sioux
MctlulrlHt Minister necoiimiends The original number 1 comand then sublet the land to City, la., but now of Amarillo, Tex., A Chamberlain's
Cornell Remedy,
people who desire to work it on a Is spending a few days In the city.
pany by
Rev. james A. Lewis,
email scale.
Mr. Brown ia contemplating investMr. tS taji Ion left the Impression ing in lands In the Rio Grande val- Pastor Mllaca. Minn., M. C. Church.
We have
Chamberlaln'a
used
that the carrying out of their Idea ley.
Cough Remedy In our home for
will mean (the establishment
of a
years,
Woman's club
The Albuquerque
and It has always proved tit
New York colony of soil tillers In
We
have
this be a reliable remedy
Exactly as Presented
Arizona, and that the farming dis- held a reception and open nouse
6
2:30
found
o'clock.
afternoon
from
until
that it would do more than
trict tributary to Phoenix will be A large number of guests as well as the manufacturers
It
for
claim
it.
In New York
One
Year
upon.
one
settled
the
member were present and enjoyed Is espaclaly good for croup and
Four Months In Ronton.
Construction of Now Ituildlngs.
whooping cough.
a pleasant social afternoon.
W. W. Wheeler,
five Months in Chicago.
chief architect
Judge John R. McFle, of Santa
for the Randolph lines In Arizona,
Men's fine piano felt slippers, nigh
4ias been in Phoenix two days for Fe, who attended a meeting of the cut with flexible leather sole3 and as
the purpose ijf revising the plans committee appointed by the Presby- comfortable as stocking feet, $1.50; I MUCH
a location for men's opera or Everett slippers,
.', $1.00, $1.50. lloxcs $2
for the big roundhouse and pack- aterian synod to And city
yesterday, black or tan, VIcl Kid, pretty and
sanitarium in the
ing plant to be built in Phoenix by
returned, to the Ancient City this well wearing $1.50 to $2.00 at C.
the Southern Pacific railway.
For some time .the Southern Pa- morning.
May's Shoe Store, 314 West Central SKATS OX HAWZ SATl'ItDW, JAX.
cific has had an option on 160 acres
R. C. Dillon, the well known trav- avenue.
ltii AT 8 O'CUK'K AT
part
of
southwestern
of land in the
o
eling man, left Tuesday evening for
1'hoenlx, and it is on this land that Enclno, a new town on the. cut-of- f,
MATSOXTS.
Desert
Car
Palace
brand
and
fruit
be built, unless where he will assume management
the roundhouse will
Grocery
Champion
Co.
at
present plana are changed. None of of the
company. For
local officials w'U talk, nor can some time past Mr. Dillon has been,
the
amy Information be obtained at Tuc-boi- i, traveling salesman for Gross,
Kelly Is due In a Appendlzith
large measure to abuse
but Mr. Wheeler's visit, follow& Co., of Albuquerque.
of the bowels, by employing drastic
ing so closely after that of Colonel
John W. Corbett,
the Kstancla purgatives. To avoid all danger, use
Randolph, is regarded as sigDr. King's New Life Pills, the
nificant.
It is rumored that the valley real estate agent and Unitedr, only
afe, gentle cleansers and Invlgora-tor- s. TUESDAY, JANUARY
company will start work on the new States land commissioner at
Guaranteed to cure headache,
returned to his home at the
liuililLnga before many mouths have
biliousness, malaria and jaundice, at
Ozone City this morning, accompapassed.
Kngagomcnt of the Kiulm-n- t
Actor
President E. P. Ripley of the nied by a number of other Moun- all drug stores, 25c
Kan La Fe has also been a visitor in
accomHANFORD
CHARLES
Jhoenlx during the week,
AUTOLOADING
panied by his wife. Vice President
fW. A. Drake and General Freight
t
iMansg-amenr.nu
cwnt
Under the
of
Agent P. P. Hastings of the Santa
VAI,Ki:il
liAWlUONCN
K
&
Prescott line..
i"e. Phoenix
Ilcvlvul
In
Notable
ol
u
J
"We have done too much work
....
and spent too much money to abandon construction at this time on the
Arizona and California road," said
President Ripley. "But we lind it
To The Man Who Wishes
xiremely difficult to get sufficient
capital to .carry on our projects. In
A Good Modem. All Around Shot Gun
any opinion we will continue to feel
the effect of the financial stringency
Sor the next twelve months, during
for field and trap shooting, especially adapted for wild fowl, we
which conditions will gradually Impresent the
prove."
Mr. Ripley and party were given
an automobile ride about the valley,
and upon his return he expressed
amazement at the wonderful development of the 'past few years.
Willie production,
A Kunituou
It is reloaded by Its own recoil without working a lever or slide.
The Miami Copper company has
now and novel olMli1iU elYwW, a
been organized by great mining inA large part of the recoil Is thus taken of f the shooter's shoulder.
ballot
rlMriiH
of unusual
and
terests with a capital of $3.000, Ouo.
ooMumed, will
It Is hammerless, shoots 5 shots and has an absolutely safe
it
under the laws of Delaware, and,
Wild to nuike UU onjriMrciiicnt one
la stated, has purchased big mining
solid breech.
Price, $40 list, subject to dealers' discounts.
of tlu nuiNt HUtmliuitUil olicrinifs of
claims in the Olobe district, known
the year.
aa the Alsdorf properties.
no One
enconsulting
Wright,
Ciirtiiin
at 8:30. l'ottllivt-lA.
catalogue.
Drop a postal for illustrated
lu:s
Scatod Ihirliijr an Act.
gineer of the company, and T. L.
GugJlerrman of the law firm of
SKATS OX SAIiK MONDAY, JAX. 6.
Won, New York
REMINCTON ARMS COMPANY,
genheim. Untemeyer & Marshall of
New York, apent the greater part of
Agency, m Btoadwar. Vmt York City.
last weok in Globe, making payPRICES $1.50, $1.00,
ments on the properties. The payments were made to J. B. Newman,
ownand Philip Oatea, the original
ers of the principal claims acquired
company.
by the
I MM. V cut's Development.
STATEMENT OF CONDITION OF
It is reported that approximately
tuOO feet of development work has
I
en done by the company within
the past year. The officials of the
mpany declare they are thoroughly assured that they have prospects
aufticlent to warrant the large capDECEMBER 3, 1907.
italization of the newly formed company.
receivOovernor Klbbey has Just
ed a mesaga from Public examiner
C. W. Foster of the territory, who la
LIABILITIES.
fRESOURCES.
now In Tombstone, slating that D.
L. Cunningham had refused to acCapital Stock
$100,000.00
$515,750.77
Loans
temporary appointment us
etyl the attorney,
and that George
districte
33,94023
Profits
105,750.00
Bonds
United
States
ap21.
of liisbee had been
pending an Investigation
pointed,
1
00,000.00
Circulating
Currency
Banking House (Zieger bldg) 36,000 00
of the charges made by the board of
aupwrvtsora against Fred W. Shelly,
645,569.33
Deposits
5,4 89.9 1
Fixtures, Vaults,
from office a
who was suspended
few days ago by the governor. separ216,518.88
Cash
The board preferred seven
ate und distinct charges against Atwas
torney Shelly, principal of which
$879,509.56
$879,509.56
drunkenness and Incompetency. They
have been under Investigation by the
grand Jury at Tombstone, and if sus
1).

PUIs-S-

IOOS.

NBW MEXICO
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A Reliable Remedy Tor Croup.
With the dry, cold weather of the
early winter months, parents of crou-p- y
children should be on the alert
for ominous symtoms. There is no
cause for anxiety, however, when
Chamberlaln'a Cough Remedy Is kept
In the home.
If this medicine Is
given as soon as child
becomes
hoarse or even after the croupy
cough has appeared, the attack may
he warded off. Mrs. S. Roslnthal, of
Turner. Michigan, says: "We have
used Chamberlain's Cough medicine
for ourselves and children for several
years and like it very much. I think
it Is the only remedy for croup and
can highly recommend It." For salt
by all druggists.

room,
danger
no smoke no smell. Easily cared
lor and gives nine hours ol
cozy comiort at one filling of
nickel and japan.
heater warranted.

KIDNEYS

J. If. O'lJIFI.r.Y

tarry it about heat any cold
.1
rr
f
lurn the wick nign or low no

brass lonl

Sugar"

Children Like

(Equipped with Smokeless Device)

It's very light

Maple

....

ALBUQUERQUK

Relieves Colds by working them out
the system through a copious and
healthy action of the bowels.
Relieves coughs by cleansing the
mucous membranes of the throat, chest
and bronchial tubes.
"A pleasant to tha taste

When the mercury drops out ol sight, and
you just can't keep the house warm, you'll
lind it wonuerlully convenient to use a

JV.

miONTEZIIMA TRUST

of

$276,-.171.t-

Returning From
Promoter
New York Says He Found
Money Plentiful.

WKItt'KKDAV.

Kennedy's
Laxative
Cough Syrup

From Every Ounce ofruer

levied in

"

"

LTl'lZm

(GlowingHeat

$2!,-312.1- 7.

$.12.1.000

r

M KLIN

I

Successors to
EAKIV, and 11AC1IECIII & GIOMI
WMOLKBALK DCALKRB IN
&

Wines, Liquors and Cigars
W

kttp vtrytblng

In stock ! outfit tao
inoit fastidious bar complato

Have lxvn appointed exclusive agents In the Southweeat for Jos. S.
Srlilitz. Win. I.oinp and St. Louis A. 11. C. llroweries: Yelle.itone,
;reen Klver, V. 11. Sic Ilrayer's Vlar Ilrook, Louis Hunter, T. J
Monarch, and other brands of whiskies too numerous to mention.
WE ARE XOT COMPOUNDERS
Rut sell the straight article as received from, the best Wineries
Distilleries and Breweries In the United Slates. Call and inspect
our Stock and prices, or write for Illustrated Catalogue and Price
Ivist. Issued to dealers only.

Mjrr., 120 West Gold

This Week

BIG MOVING PICTURE SHOW
10eAOMI88ION-t0- c
Ladies' souvenir matinees Tuesdays
and Fridays; Children's toy matinee
every Saturday; complete change of
gTand amateur
program Thursday;
carnival Friday night.
A few choice front Feits. 2(Vc; no
rale In prices.

BUILDERS'

AND

FINISHERS' SUPPLIES

Native and Chloafro Lumber. Slierw
Paint None Bet
ter. Building Paper, Planter, Lime, Cement, Glass, Saab, Doors, Etas.,
Etc., Etc.

J.

423 South First

C. BALDRIDGE

oooooooooooo ooodoo

Whe FIRtST NATIONAL BANK
5

OF

Albuquerque, New Mexico
United States Depository

Depository A. T. & S. F. Railroad Company

REPORT OF CONDITION DECEMBER 3, J 907
RESOURCES
Loans and Discounts
Honda, Securities and Real Estate..
I308.OUO.00
U. S. Bonds
485,134.40
Exchange
S94.332.61
Cash In Vault
Cash Resources
TotaJs
omom&moaiQioanmQB&moa

LIABILITIES

tl,T46,9t.9 3
91,29.1.7

Capital and Surplus
Circulation
Deposits

I

252,653.02
200,000.00
2,553,037.(0
5

1,17.6.91
$3,005.(90.(2

Totals

.13,005,(90.(2

I
i

Wn)SRs)Y,

JAN.

1,

ALBrQUEKQljE

1908.

REVOLUTIONISTS
WILL GET FAIR

SHERIFF

TRIAL

St. Petersburg, Jan. 1. The American petition tor the release of
Nicholas Tschalkovsky and Mme.
Hh comRreshkovskaya, charged
moveplicity in the revolutionary
ment, has been received by Premier
hun-are- d
five
Stolypln. The list of about
names signed to the petition Is
Low, of New
headed by
York; Mayor ltuxse, of Chicago;
liishop David H. Greer, of
New York; Pamuel L. Clemens, Oeo.
MorFoster IVabody and
gan J. O'Urlen.
Premier Ftolypln sail today: "The
American public can rest assured
giv-1- '
that everything will be done
M. Tschalkovsky a fair trial before a
competent court as soon as possible."
Anotiher official remarked
that
there was misapprehension In AmerIn
Imprisonment
ica regarding
Russian fortress. In reality, he said,
it Is far less severe than confinement In the ordinary prisons, and is
senso considered in pronouncing
tence. It li not true that prisoners
In the fortress of St. Peter and St.
Paul are confined In gloomy cells below the level of the river. The casements are dry and well lighted and
the prisoners have daily opportunity
ta take exercise.
It la believed here that the Indictment against Tschalkovsky will be
based upon his connection with the
importation Into Russia of arms for
revolutionary purposes. It was to
collect money for this purpose that
he visited America. Several large
shipments of the arms thus secured
were brought into Itussla in 1906 and
1907; other shipments
were intercepted at the frontier.
'ilme. Ilreshkovskaya probably will
face the more serious charge of being
a member of the lighting organization which openly proclaimed its responsibility for the assassination of
Lieut. 5en. Vladimir Pavloff, Gen.
MaximofTaky and many others.
Mme. SnvinkolT. who was arrested
here Iec. 16, charged with complicity
with Tschalkovsky In his revolutionary propaganda, was released Saturday and ordered to leave Ku.-wiwithin three days.

Deputy Sheriff White, of Cochise
county, while intoxicated, according
to trainmen, i in amuck In the Pullman on No. 8 Sunday morning, about
midway between Yuma and Gila
Utnd, says the Tucson Citizen.
He In some way got Into a woman's berth and her screams alarmed
the occupants of the car.
When Conductor Joe Archer attempted to remove White from the
car the latter pulled his gun and In
the souffle, which ennued the weapon
was discharged and conductor Arescape from
cher had a narrow
death.
White whs handcuffed with his
own handcuffs and brought to Tucson in charge of a Southern Pacific
detective.
He was not placed In Jail here but
was allowed to continue to his home
in Tombstone.
He Is a brother of Sheriff Jack
White of Cochise county.
Screaming at the top of her voice
and claiming a man was after her.
a woman In a berth on No. 8, one of
the east bound passenger
trains,
awakened every sleeper In the car
when about midway between Yuma
and Gila Bend.
Passengers peering through
the
curtains in their sleeping apartments
saw Deputy Sheriff White of Cochise
county staggering down the aisle.
They were terror stricken by the continued screaming of the womaa and
a panic reigned in the car.
The Pullman conductor, unable to
cope with the situation, summoned
Conductor Joe Archer of the train.
Archer went Immediately to White's
berth after hearing the story of the
woman to the effect that White had
been at her berth and Informed
White that he would have to leave
tihe sleeper.
White, who was sitting on the
edge of his berth, at the time let out
a vile oath that could be heard all
over the car and at the ime time
Hashed a gun in Conductor Archer's
face.
The latter grappled with the deputy sheriff and in the scuttle the gun
was either Intentionally or accidentMiraculously Conally discharged.
ductor Archer escaped Injury other
than the powder burns In his hand
where he held the gun.
The bullet which was of the 45
caliber, plowed its way through the
opposite side of the car Just below
the window of a berth, fortunately
the berth was unoccupied. Otherwise
Its occupant would have been Injured
and probably fatally wounded.
The conductor and the deputy
desperately
sheriff were struggling
when other trainmen came to Archer's aid and White was overcome.
.Holding the officer's revolver in
his rig'ht hand and his lantern In the
other, the conductor forced the deputy sheriff to march through the train
to the front coach.
There he was handcuffed with his
own manacles and his star was taken
away from him. A wire was sent to
Gila liend for an officer and there a
railroad detective guarded White on
the train.
When Tucson was reached another
boarded
Southern Pacific detective
the train and after a conference it
was decided to allow White to continue to his home in Tombstone.
"The man was intoxicated and I
hardly think that he was responsible
for his actions even though he made
things dangerous and consequently
no charge was placed against him
and he was allowed to continue to
nis home," said Conductor Archer today.
Whether any further action will
be taken against the deputy sheriff
could not be learned this afternoon.

or

DEER

IN ARIZONA

Douglas, Ariz., Jan. 1. That the
American Klckapoo Indians to the
number of 200, who have been
camping for the past two months in
the vicinity of Colonla Morales, some
forty miles south of here In their
pursuit of the simple life are killing
all the deer and other varieties of
big game in that section, and that
their 2,000 horses, running loose over
the ,plalns, are making the range on
the Gubollonda ranch , look like a
sheep pasture, is the substance of a
story of two Douglas
sportsmen,
Cllne Grinnell and W. C. Humphrey,
have brought back to Douglas after
a week's hunt In that choice resort
of hunters after bz game.
Moreover, the owner of the land
where the Klckapoos are encamped
is alairmed over the mightiness of
the Indians as hunters and over the
freedom their horaea are taking with
his range. He fears that at no distant date that section will be denuded of the nimble-foote- d
deer and
that the grass on his range will be
by
by
removed
the roots
trie voracious appetites of the eiiuine stock of
the Klckapoos. And the worst of
it is that he hardly knows how to
proceed in the premises. These Indians when they first presented
themselves asked Senor
that they be permitted to camp on
his land for a period of six days
The request was granted but at the
expiration of that time the Indians
showed no disposition to move and
it is now about two months and still
they are not disposed in that direction. They have found much game
for themselves and much grass for
their horses and what more could
they want, think the Kickapoos.
Messrs. Grinnell
and Humphrey
confirmed in every way the story
told them by the Mexican ranchman.
The Indians, they say. are living entirely on deer meai and they are
killing them hy the score. The two
Douglas sportsmen managed to bag
a couple f dwr, however, and had
some other fine shooting.

He Fought at twttysnure.
David Parker, of Fayette, N. Y..
who lost a foot at Gettysburg, writes:
"Electric Bitters have done me more
good than any medicine I ever took.
For several years I had stomach
trouble, and paid one much money
for medicine to little purpose, until
I
I began taking Electric Bitters.
would not take t00 for what they
for
Grand
tonic
have done for me."
the aged and for female weakness.
Great alterative and body builder:
sure cure for lame oack and weak
kidneys.
Guaranteed by all druggists. 60c.
DeWitt's little Eariy Risers are
the best pills made. Sold by J. H.
O'RIelly.

.PACK SEVK3L

THEY REACH MORE PEOPLE DAILY THAN YOU CAN SEE IN A MONTH

This Is the Promise American Trainmen Overpower Officer
W!th
Sympathizers Get
Own Manacles.

CITIZEN.

classified ads

GOT IN WRONG

From Czar.

EVENING

WANTED

FOR RENT
FOR RKNT Furnished rooms and
15 East
board in the Highlands.
Central.
FOR" RENT Nice clean furnl.-hed- "
rooms, modern. 309 H West Central avenue.
FOR RENT Furnished rooms for
Apply at 109
light housekeeping.
East Coal avenue.
FOR RENT Minneapolis. 624 So.
Second St., rooms for lighthouse-keepinAlso bed rooms. Cheapest
in city.
modern
KKNT
FoK
frame house, furnished. S15 South
Broadway. Call at 309 South
Broad way.
FOR RENT Three rooms al 20l
South Third, near corner of Gold
avenue. Also 4 rooms at corner of
street.
Roma avenue and Fifth
Houses, lots and ranches for sale,
close In. E. H. Dunbar, Gold avenue and Third street.

WANTED

Washwoman. Apply Citizen office.
A manager for
WANTED
general
etpre, must be an ANo.-- l man, a
good bookkeeper and able to speak

Spanish. Southwestern Business
4 East Central ave.
WANTED- - To make your oldhats
and clothes look like new, In the
car, west Gold avenue. Phone
680.

g.

.Six-roo- m

FOR SALE
FR SALE Best corner lot In the.
highlands. Easy terms. 216 west
Gold.

FOR SALE Home baking, taffies.
Jellies, etc. 109 B. Coal. Mrs. C. W.
Fineron.
modern
FOR SALJ-- ; New
house on south Edith. A bargain.
Porterfield Co., 216 west Gold.
FOR SALE Good business block;
fine investment
for some one.
Porterfield Co., 216 west Gold.
SALE Ten pounds extracted
rt'K
honey for II; 60 pound can for 16.
Order by postal. W. P. Allen, P. O.
Box 202, Albuquerque, N. M.
FOR SALE A Drand new Stevens'
single barrel shot gun, never fired.
A high grade and strictly up to
dnta gun. Inquire at The Citizen
office;

OPPORTUNITIES

goods,
WANTED Gents'
second
hand clothing, shoes and hats at
street,
615 South First
south of
viaduct. R. J. Sweeney.
t,
so
WANTED Books
audit or
bookkeeping or oiflce systems
to open, books tn keep evening
Address, D. 8.
Much experience.
B., care Citizen ofTloe.
WANTED Ladles desiring millinery
atcost for next ten days call on
Miss C. P. Crane. 611 North SecMillinery and dressond street.
making parlors. Phone 944, Apprentices wanted.
WANTED The gentleman who lost
his overcoat at the Calomut club
dance last night, can find same by
calling at W. H. Coleman's, Fourth
and Tljeras
WANTED Stenographers, bookkeepers, salesmen, managers and office
men for onen positions in New
Mexico, Arizona, Texas and Mexico. The Southwestern
Business
association. 203 H E. Central Ave.,
M.,
Albuquerque, N.
Phone 257.
woman,
WANTED iA good wash
one who will call for and deliver
clothes, do good work, and do it
every week. Call at 416 West Gold
avenue,
12
11
between
and
o'clock.
WANTED Able bodleo, unmarried
men. between ages of 21 and 35;
citizens of United States, of good
character and temperate habits,
who can speak, read and write
English. For information apply to
Recruiting Officer, 203 E. Central
Ave., Albuquerque. New Mexico.
WANTED General agents for high
grade
45 H. P. automobile; start now for 1908, don't
wait, capital required, big profit.
Pullman M. V. Co., 503 Blsher
Bldg., Chicago.
cor-rec-

.

PERSONAL PROPERTY

IY10NEY

PHYSICIANS

I.OAXS

to LOAN

BUSINESS

W. SI. SHI.RIOAN, SI. D.

Highland Livery

Homeopathic Physician and Surgeon.
Occidental Life Building.
HAM BROOK HROS.
Telephone 8H6.
Plione 56.
3 JU, n St,
Saddle horses a specialty.
lies
DR. F. J. PATC1I1N
In
drivers
the city. Proprietors o4)
"Sadie," the picnic wagon.
Physician ami Surgeon.
Office over Vnnn Drug Store. OfY
fice hour 9 to 12 a. m.. 2 to 5, and
UP-T7 to 8
. ni.
DATS
STYLE
Phones, office 441, residence Htt.V
AT COST TRICKS

Furniture, Pianos, Orgins Horses,
Wagons and other Chattels also on
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE RECEIPTS, as low a $10 and as high as
$200. Loans are quickly made and
strictly private.
Time: One month
to one year given. Goods remain In
your
Our rates are reasonable. Call and see us before borrowing.
DR. It. L. HIST
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Physician and Surgeon.
Steamship tickets to and from all
parts of the world.
Room ft & 7. If. T. Armljo Building.
Rooms 8 and 4, Grant Bldg.
303 4 West Railroad Ave.
DR. SOliOSION L. BURTON.
riUVATE OFFICES
Physician and Surgeon.
Highland office. 610 South Walter
Open Evenings.
Street. Phone 1030.
DRS. 11RONSGN
11RONSON
Homeopathic lhy"lclan
and Surgeon. Over Vann's Drug Store.
REAL ESTATE BARGAINS
Phone, Office, and Res., 628.
On

poa-esslo-

DENTISTS

FOK SALE.
Sis room house. West New

York avenue
90x4UO,
Mountain rond,
near ear line
room cement liouse, 3rd
ward
room frame, corner lot,
3rd ward
room frame, 2 lots, clone
in
room brick, modern, corner lot, 2nd ward
room frame, 4th ward,

4 room abobe. Iron roof, lot
&

4
8
5
5

corner

8,54)0

1,500
2,000

1,10
3,000
2,650
1,500

DR. J. E. CRAFT
Dental Surgery.
Rooms 2 and 3. Harriott Building,
Over O'Kielly's Drug store.
AHliiliiiem nuidn by mall.
Plione 741.
EDMUND J. ALGER, D. D.

MILLINER
O.

Ladle

1
LIVERY. SALE, FF.KO AND
(
TltANSFKR STA11LE.
Horses and Mules Bought and Bm
changed.
BEST TOURN'OUTS IN THE CITS

Second Street between Central
Copper Avenue.

ALBUQUERQUE

PLANING-MIL-

L

THE OLDEST MILL IN THE CITT.
nen in nccu ol nikIl. door, franir
etc. Screen work n specialty. 441
South l lrt street.. Telephone 433.

Thos. F. Keleher

DEVOES READY PAINT
Appointments made IT
Gallon 'overt O0 Square FotC
Went Central Ave. Phone 456. One PALMETTO
KOOF PAINT
Stops Leak. Lnts Fire Years.
mall.-30r- t

JAF-A-LA-

MONTOYA

1

408 Watt Railroad Avenue

TOTI a QRADI
Dealers In Groceries, Provisions, HJ
Qraln and Fuel.
Fine line of Imported Wines. Liquor
and Cigars.
Place your orden
for this line with us.
NORTH THIRD 8T,

THIRD STREET

re

Meat Market
Ail KIikLj of

Fresh ami Salt .MeOk
Steam Sausaire Factory.
EMIL KLIK.VWOHT
Masonio Building, North Third Street

CXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXM

HOME

F-ta- te

Thornton,

Clti-zen-

ao4

Don't Forget The

S.

Employment Agencies

The Cleaner

Tailoring ana

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.

ft

A.

t'

Dretemaklng

MISS CRANE

Office hours, A a. m. to 12:30 p. m.
1:30 to 5 p. in.

FOR SALE Four lots on Coal, beThree room brick, Fourth
LAWYERS
1.400
tween Second and Third. Correct
ward
face. Cheap at 12,000. Also 3 lots
One of the swellent resi7,500
on Lead
between
Second and
dences In town
R. V. D. RYAN
brick, modem,
Third, for $2,000. M. P. Stamm.
Six room
3,250
In
close
good
Attorney
FOR SALE A few bargains in
at law.
Seven room brick, modproperty cheap if taken within
3,500
ern
Office, First National Rank Building.
the next few days. One of the best
Ranches from two to 200
Albuquerque. N. SI.
business corners In the city; "some
acres.
choice business lots; a nine room,
To(s in all parts of town.
frame dwelling, modern,
E. W. DOBSON
alfalfa ranch withcottages with
close in; two
in a few Mocks of the
lights $2600 for
bath and electric
Attorney
at Law.
4,500.
street car line
both; three 60-lots on East
alfalfa ranch Ave
The Southwestern Business assoCentral avenue $200 for all three
Cromwell
Office.
Itlock,
miles north of town $63
A. ciation furnishes men for all high
Albuquerque, N. M.
and many more like them.
j
per
acre.
Fleischer, real estate ana insur class positions In New Mexico, AriFOR RENT.
ance, 212
South Second street.
zona, Texas and Mexico, and recomIRA M. BOND
Houses from 2 to 8 rooms.
mends only those of highest charactMoney to loan In sums to Hult.
Attorney
lit Lew.
OFFICE er and qualification.
PROPOSALS
FOR
BUILDING. Department of the InI.nnd Patent. Copyrights,
Pension.
terior, Office of Indian Affairs, Wash Southwestern IluHinem
Association,
OivtUH. Iictfcr Patents, Trade
ington, D. C. Dec. 6. 1907, Sealed
80.1 & E. Ontrnl Avce., AlbuMnrkx, Claims.
Proposals plainly marked on the out
querque, N. SI. Phone 257.
32
F.
street. N. M. Washington, D. C.
side of the sealed envelope, "Pro
posals for Office Building, Santa Fe
and Loans. Notary
Real
New Mex." and addressed to
THOS. K. D. MADDISON
the
Pulilli-- .
215 W. Gold Ave.
of Indian
Affairs
Commissioner
Attoniey-at-- I
jiw.
Washington, D. C., will be received
at the Indian Office until 2 o'clock
ltlivrTl.
Chllclers,
Office
p. m. of Jan. 13, 1908, for furnishing
117 West (Jolil Avenue.
the necessary materials and labor to
an office
construct and complete
COOCOOCXXXXXJCXJOCXOCXXXXXXJO
building at the Santa Fe School,
INSURANCE
N. Mex., in strict accordance
with
plan, specifications and instructions
to bidders, which may be examined
II. A. SLEYSTEK
at this office, the offices of "The
Located at 121 North Third
Albuquerque, N. Me., "The
street.
The only real steam
New Mexican," Santa Fe, N. Mex.,
looming flat, modern
Insurance, Ileal F.Mnte, Notary
cleaning plant In the southwest.
Ex
and Traders
the Builders'
Public.
at a bargain. Bargains In
changes at Omaha, Nebr., St. Paul
We are now better prepared than
real estate, call and see.
Minn., and Minneapolis, Minn.; the
IIooiim I a ami 14, Cromwell Block,
anything
ever
to
before
clean
that
AcciAgent for Travelers'
Asso
Northwestern Manufacturers'
Albuquerque, M, M. Plione 130,
Is cleanable.
In cleaning, pressciation. 8t. Paul, Minn.; the U. S.
dent & Life Insurance Co.
ing and repairing clothes, we take
Indian Warehouses at Chicago, 111.,
A. E. WALKEIl
Omaha. Nebr., St. Louis. Mo., New
the front seat. All we ask is a
York, N. Y.. and at the school. For
Secguaranteed.
All
work
trial.
lire Insurance.
further information apply to C. j
ond hand clothing bought and
Fe,
New
Crandall, Supt., Santa
Secretary Mutual Itulhlinr Anciatlon
Acting
C. F. LARRABEE,
Mex.
sold.
Goods called for and de217 Went Central Avenue.
H9 South 2nd Strut
Commissioner.
livered on short notice.
OOOOOCXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX)
A Good r.lnlnimf.
UNDERTAKERS
When you need a good reliable
PHONE-4- 60
try Chamberlain's
liniment
Pain
Balm. It has no superior for sprains
BORDERS.
and swellings. A piece of flannel
dampened
slightened
with
Pain
Balm is superior to a plaster for
lame back or pains In the side or
UNDERTAKER.
chest. It also relieves rheumatic
pains and makes sleep and rest pos
sible. For sale by all druggists.
FRENCH & ADAMS
UNDERTAKERS.
Embalming m Specialty.
.

CARDS

OUTFITTERS
Every Thing
Necessary for

For Rent

Housekeeping

,"

M. L. SCHUTT

niiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiimn.

THE 1908 WATER WAGON

VETERINARY

Annual Meeting)

Z.

a

New Mexico

rij

(fTTrrpu

Educational
Association
RAhlTA FT. hi. M.

Dec. 26 to 28,

Practical

3
M

a

If You Want A

jj

Plumber

H

Telephone No. 61
The Standard

Tickets on sale Dec. 25 to
28, return limit Dec. 30

Obstetrics

arid Surgery on Hores. Cattle, Sheep
Hugs, Dug ami Cats.
Office with
Thornton, the Cleaner, 121 North
Third, Phone
460.
Honpltal and
Ki'SKience, 73S South Walter. Resi
dence phone, 820.

MISCELLANEOUS
V. ePr..ClJR
Architect,
1221 South W'ulter.

Phone 655.

Dr. Vaucaire's

$4.15
Agent

XIUXHITTTTTIXIXXIXXXIXXJi

Our work is as our name
implies, and our charges are
right.

TO
The Mlnins Camps of Colorado
Utah and XevaUa; to IHnver. Oukt--rm- io
Springs and Pueblo Is via thar

Denver&RioGrantfe
RAILWAY
Through Ute fertile San Lais Valley.
aLu to the Saa Juan county of Vo&um
raoo.
For Information
service. dnnTinilia l itH .
'
call on or adOreaa
F. II. MeR RIDE,
Agent, Santa Fv N. ML
S. K. HOOPER,
i
'
u r. T. A, Denver. Colo.
DRESSER AND
DIST

CHIROPO

Mrs. Bambini, at her narlnm nn.
poslte the Alvarado and next door to
Sturge' cafe, is prepared
to
thorough sea Id treatment, dn hair
dressing, treat corns, bunions and Ingrowing nails.
She gives massaga
treatment and manicuring.
lira.
Bambini's own rreoaration of pom.
I'Hxion cream builds up the skin and
improves the complexion, and la
guaranteed not to be injurious. She
also prepare a hair tonic that cures
and prevents dandruff and hair falling out; restores life to dead hair;
removes moles, warts and superfluous
ntiir. massage treatment ty vlDrator
machines. For any blemish of tha
face call and consult Mrs. Bambini

rte

CURE the LUHCd

Dr. King's
Net? Disssvsry
PBICR
fur roycH5
D LOS
rra
WITH

true (ialega

Extract.
Is perfectly
hai mien.
The Vaucalre Formula is a general
tonic, but It has a specific effect upon
the bust. Price 76 rents. For sale by

Pharmacy J

Direct Route.

KILL the COUCH

by
Recommended
Mrs.
Henri
Cymes, to develop the bust from 4
to s incne.
Guaranteed to be made from the

Standard Plumbing & Heating Co Highland Pharmacy and

kZXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXTX

and

Formula

RATE

r. r. puroy,

M
M

Veterinary.
Therapeutics,

DAVIS & Z EARING
30S W. Gold Ave.

HAIR

DR. II. D. PETTI FORD

1907
M

WILLIAM UELDEN
Veterinary.
Surgery and Dcntixtry a Specialty.
402 .South 1 klltli
Plume 405.

P

Al-vara-

do

was

AMD

AU THROAT

Trial Bottle

AND

ttJUG TR0UCLES.

I GUARANTEE O SATlSFAC'i'OUY

r

FACTE

ALBUQUERQUE

nGUT.

EVENING

Wednesday,

CITIZEN.

i.

I son.

SfssiSEsat-jn- .
314EST

RAILROAD

AV,

)

FORGOT

Or maybe you were disappointed in petting that piir of shoes
you
counted on and they came handy for yourself.
slippers
tit
In either c...e we are anxious- and able to serve you.
-

to $3.00

S2.00

l
1.75
2.00
1.00
75

to
to
to
to

2.00
5.00
4.00
1.50
2.50

REDUCTION
IN PROPORTION

CXXXXXXXOOOOOOOOOCXDOCO

Railroad Avenue
We

omoox34K5ooCpx3oo

Montezuma
Cleaning and
Pressing Co.
Methods.
Equipment.
Satisfaction or No Money.
Most Modern
ss

210 West Gold

Jeweler

EVERYTHING IN

110

THE JEWELRY LINE

South
Second

Fine Watch Repairing
9

00000OCOO00OOI

Special Shirt Sale
In order to close out all our
broken lines of fine Shirts we
have made the following reductions :i

75 cent Shirts, neat patterns

50 cents
80 cents

$1.25 Monarch Shirts

I $1.75 Cluett

Fine Shirts

$1.25

shelf goods, including

THE CENTRAL AVENUE CLOTHIER

Teas, Goffes, Syrups, Canned
Goods. Q125 Coffee Mill, $1QQ
Safe, 500 Worth of Fixtures,

1

COtt

fnight,

Auclloneer

of guests responded to toasts. M. L. It was essential that the institution
Stern acting as toastmaster. Mr. and should bo located near some larrs
their city like Albuquerque, where the neMrs. Weinman are noted for
cessities of such an Institution would
social entertainments, and their abilfully be close at hand.
was
hostess
ity as hnitt and
ill mims rated last evening.
Mr. Bryan said that the sanitarThe remains of Edward Ldndlow, ium would need and would undoubtthe man wfto was killed in a saw edly have a hospital
department and
mill accident, at Guam a few days that located near a lnrge city emerthan Ago. will be Shipped tomorrow for gency
It doesn't come any better
cases
In it would help
home. The support the treated
you get it at the Richelieu Grocery. Wisconsin, the former
institution.
and bereaved wife will aceomp.my the
Cauliflower, fresh tomatoes
gave
Mr.
Bryan
many
other reahas been living sons why
head lettuce fres hat the Richelieu body. Mrs. Lindlow street.
the institution should coine
A. Hor-deat 701 North First
Grocery Co.
to
Albuquerque.
case.
The
has charge of the
Otis Harding of this city. I the
mangled.
The Mountalnalr
delegation preguest of his aunt and uncie, air. remaltiB were terrible
sented a strong argument In favor
and Mrs. It. ti. Uaca. of Santa Fe.
of the Ozone City in the way of cliat the
California Naval Orange
matic conditions and offered something tangible in the way of forty
Richelieu Grocery.
MAKES
ALBUQUERQUE
acres of land donated by the Santa
Manuel P. y Chaves and E. Barela,
Fe railway company, the land to be
of San Rafael, Valencia county, are
(landed to the Institution as soon as
In Santa Fe on business. Mr. Chaves
$10,000 worth of work
sheep
and
had been
merchant
is a prominent
STRONG CLAIM FOR
done on the buildings.
raiser of Valencia county.
Santa Fe. Las Vegas and Alamo- F. N. Gray, a special agent of
gordo were other cities represented.
sta
the department of agriculture, SanI
tioned at Houston, Tex., was a
ta Fe business caller Tuesday. Mr.
Gray is employed in gathering stat
EIGHT
LOST
in tne dismci
istical information
comprising Texas and New Mexico.
Some more Kream Klips. Every Committee Adjourns to Meet
body likes them, ltlchelieu Grocery.
In Silver City Without TakAbout eiahty counles were In at
tendance at the party last night given
by the Calumet club in tne Kites' nan
ing Definite Action.
For several weeks past the club
DISASTER
arrange
members have been making
ments for the New Year's ball and
The sanitarium committee of the
their fondest hopes were realized as Presbyterian
adjourned its
church
to the success of the dance.
mee.ing
yesterday, without accom(Continued IVusu Pago One.)
Kdward C. Burke, of Mania. Fe, as plishing unfitting
definite, to Februsecretary of the territorial ary 4, when the committeemen
sociate
will
statehood league, leaves tomorrow be the guests of Sliver City.
for Washington, D. C. Mr. liurke
Silver City is one of the cities celebrated in many a haDDy home
will assist lclegnte W. 11. Andrews making the strongest bids for the and by many a merry lireside. Would
too much of forget
in working for the passage of an en- proposed institution.
T. L. Lowe, ful,he expecting:
d
abling uct for New Alexlco.
humanity If we
banker, represented the place and were
to
them,
as they warm their
ask
Phoenix sweet oranges for holiday offered to pay the expense of the feei In
slipper, as side
comfortable
Grocery.
trade at the Richelieu
committee if it would come to Sil- by
with loved ones they g:iae
Charles E. Van Fleet, aged 21 ver City and look at several sites into side
the cheerful blaze, to east an ocyears, died today at his home, Si2 which the town olTors for the insti- casional
on
of sympathy
South High street. Ho came to Al- tution. The invitation was accepted. those who.thought
to produce to the world
ago
from
buquerque ubout two years
One of the most Important do these comforts
Oklahoma, and is a son of John N. velopments of the meeting yesterday ('ally take their sollvf--dearIn to all of us.
their hands
Vhij Fleet. He was a member of the was the tact that no site will have
in they no down into the depths of
Modern Woodmen. The funeral ar to be purchased for the sanitarium, Mother
Earth?"
rangements will be announced later. Seven cities and towns of the
will give sites gratis and H,
H.
W.
Superintendent
General
Sharp, of the western grand division it. Sims. o the Valley ranch, locat
ed on the Upper 1'ecos river, vol
of tlie Santa Fe railway with headP. MATTEUCGI
quarters at La Junta. Colo., accom- unteered a more liberal gift.
panied by hia wife and two daughMr. Sims presented his proposition
REPAIRS
ters, are In Santa Fe. Mr. Sharp to the committee personally, lie said SHOE STORE AND
is making an inspection of the sys- that he would give the institution 1U0
tem and his family accompany him acres of land located around what is
as a pleasure trip.
known as Uaboa Springs, a perpet
daily's Elks' band paid The Citi ual soring, so situated that the in
zen o?flce a New Year's call this af stitution and all the grounds could
ternoon and rendered two pieces of lie furnished with pure spring watmusic. The band made a round of er. Forty acres of the land is unculls during the early part of the af der cultivation, with a mile front
He said
ternoon and wound up by attending age mi the 1'ecos river.
of 'Red! that there was enough limber on the
the matinee performance
,,.,.
,,..., .,, .,
Fi.illmr" at the Elks' opera house in land to furnish the institution witli
years. There Is
a body.
fuel for twenty-fiv- e
The party last night given by the u small saw mill on the property
Commercial club, was successful In and sulllcient natural stone of good
every particular. AtMut seventy cou- -' quality for any buildl.ig purposes.
plrs were present, including the dele- Alliuinicrouo lxtirlral Place.
gates to the Geological society. ReIt. W. D. Bryan, speaking for the
fit shments consisting of chicken sal-- I committee
appointed from the Albu- ail. olives,
sandwiches und celery
Commercial club to present
were nerved to the guests shortly be- - uueruue
the
committee
to the sanitarium
fore 12 o'clock. The music was fur- -' claim
of the city of Albuquerque for
tiishel by the Phillips orchestra.
capped
the climax in
Thlr'-eeunlucky specimens of the the institution,
way of offers.
Mr. Bryan told
hoho were on the mourners' the
committee that Albuquerque was
bench in Judge Craig's court this the
logical Dlace for the institution,
happy New Year's morning. After the
said that Albuquerque would
exacting a promise from each of He
give
site. for the sanitarium within
them that he would turn over a new three amiles
of the city. He proposed
le if. the court gave each one the
but said that
option of working ten days on the a site of forty acres,
that forty
street with city bastile board or the if the committee found
enough,
it could
be
not
acres
would
privilege of walking out of town. All
have sixty acres, or a hundred or
t,
k the resolution and walked.
much was
line of the most pleasant house two hundred acres if sothat
the city
pi rties held on New Year's eve in necessary, and on top ofgive
su:ncien
Albuquerque w as the dance given by of Albuuuoraue would buildings.
He
money 10 start the
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Weinman in honor of their gue-t- . Harry Weinman, of said thut the people of Albuquerque
prop
any
on
en
down
Philadelphia, Pa., whose engagement had iievor fal
to Miss Kstelle L.ew inson, of this city, osition they had ever gone after and
h;i
recently been anounced. Those he didn't think that they would on
the PresInvited numbered nearly one hun- this one. The city wanted
dred. After the banquet a number byterian Institution just as badly as

Fine Haviland China
Dinner Sets
100 Pieces, only $42.50
54 Pieces, only $22.00

Genuine
Dinner Sets
Semi-Porcela- in

100 Pieces, only $22.05
54 Pieces, only $13.00

PERSONAL.

PARA (1HAPHH

ra

UVEsSe

short-sighte-

Green Front
105 North First Street

TdVTL

These Are Exceptionally Good Rater.
Odd Numbers and Beautifully Ornamented Pieces
at Correspondingly Low Rates.

Wagner Hardware Co.
West Central

321-32- 3

WE GUARANTEE
Foil 2,000 Pounds

In every ton of coal leaving our yard, and have always made this guarantee.
The following ad, or one
similar to it, appeared for years in both our daily papers.

2,000 Pounds Guaranteed or a Present
Made of the Coal.
We defy any individual, firm or corporation to truthfully say that short weight was ever given to any of
our customers.
WE HANDLE THE BEST Gallup Coal, American
r.Iock, Opsted Butte Hard Coal, Furnace, Stove and
Xut. Also Mill Wood, Mountain Wood, Kindling and
Coke.

JOHN S. BEAVEN

,
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502 Sooth

First

'
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These will be closed out in a
few days, as they are good

values.

E.L. WASHBURN CO.
119 South Second

SIMON STERN

ter-ritoi- y

With two collars to match,

3

Brigham is selling the best Groceries in the city at half
price. The sale has only begun. There still remains
100 full cases of goods, besides the entire store full of

'THE
DIAMOND PALACE

Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry, Cut Glass, Clocks, Silverware.
liivlte your trade and guarantee A Square Deal.

COE

Mr.

The sale opens at 2 o'clock every day, and will continue afternoons and evenings until everything is sold.
This is your chance to get full values at half price. Be
on hand and judge for yourself as to above statement

HATS

208 South Stcono

First-Cla-

and confident for
the future, we wish you one
and all a Happy New Year.

These goods will positively go to
the highest bidder for cash.

MISS LUTZ

HUM

ge,

Horses, Wagons, etc.

ON
PATTERN

pat-rona-

OF

$12 cut to $5
ALL

We are still in business at the same old stand.

past

for

jpRATEFUL

to roni"mlvr some of your friend., boforc Christmas and you re-- i
.reived some presents you dli not expert. Vou can easily square
yourself lv buying a pair of our dainty slipper or shoes and send.,, t ." V
ing them a a New Year's gift.

Stylish Slmes for Men
Meat Slipper for Men
llunristwue SImios for Women
for women
Itolnty Press SlipiH-r- s
IVniifortabk? House Slippers for Women
anil Slipper for Children
Mine

))

:

5ootoooooooocoo(

119 West Gold

THE BEST PLACE IN TOWN TO BUY YOUR

HMRD WMRE

Ranch Supplies, Harness and Saddlery
WE AIM TO PLEASE.

PRICES ALWAYS RIGHT

